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T heta  XI regains crown at 
College Bowl Tournament
by M ichael Roes sun'
T h e ta  Xi won their third champion­
ship at the Annual College Howl T o u r ­
nament held on Saturday in the Student 
Center.
It was sponsored by the College Howl 
Club and Student Activities and was 
organized by Chuck Fciner, Director of 
S tuden t Activities.
Seven teams participated in the tour­
nament. I'.ach team consisted of either 
three or four members.
I he T h e ta  Xi team blew through 
the tournam ent field undefeated until 
they faced the Montc/arion. T h e  Mont- 
clarion won the  first game. I'heta Xi 
came hack to win the final with Michael 
Costa’s 100 point performance.
Costa said, “ I was pleased with the
continued on p. f
Winners o f College It où."/ I'aununuent, The (a X i, on their iv/r to t nr ton.
M o ve to  censor In te rn e t 
gathers steam  in  Congress
by d re g . MarSicerney
A I lousc-Senate conference comm it­
tee agreed on tough new prohibitions 
against transmitting obscenity and “ in­
decen t” materials over “on line” com ­
puter networks on D e e .6. T heeom m it-  
tee rejected a compromise offered by 
moderate Republicans and the on line 
com puter  industry.
T h e  measure, which was passed 17- 
16, would impose fines o f  up to $ 1 ()(),()()() 
and prison terms o f  up  to five years for 
people who make “ indecen t” material 
available to minors. Members of the
committee stopped short of deciding 
on the exact language of the bill.
Tuesday, Dee. 12 was “ internet pro­
test day” and on line users were urged 
toe-mail or fax their Congressional rep­
resentatives in protest of the  now popu­
larly named “ Exon Bill," named after 
the Democratic Nebraskan Senatorjim 
Exon. 'This would he the first provi­
sions of i t’s kind that would by imposed 
on communications on cyberspace.
Civil rights groups immediately de­
nounced the measure saying that it 
continued on p. Z
S tu d e n t in ju re d  on tra cks
by Christine M iller
An MSU s tuden t walking along the 
railroad tracks underneath the Clove- 
Road bridge on Monday afternoon broke 
his ankle on the tracks and narrowly 
missed being hit by a train.
The student is a commuter from 
Northwestern N.J. who routinely parks 
his car in Tot 28 and takes a shortcut 
along the tracks to walk to the campus.
This time, the student lost his foot­
ing and slid down onto the tracks. I lis 
foot got caught in stones and he broke
his ankle.
Fortunately for him, anotherstudent 
was walking with him that afternoon, 
and he ran hack to notify the police. 
Officer Charles Kuhn was the first to 
arrive at the scene.
The conductor of the approaching 
train was notified immediately. It 
stopped only a few feet away from where 
the s tuden t was lying.
I le was transported to the hospital, 
where he was treated for the broken 
ankle and released.
MSU Student Rescues 
Neighbor from Burning 
House in Teaneck
by Kristina Math ¡son
On Sun., Dec. 10 at about 12:30 
p.m. MSU studen t Scan Gaffney res­
cued his neighbor from his flaming 
house in 'Teaneck, N.J.
Gaffney, a 22-year-old senior Physi­
cal Education major, w as alerted to the 
fire by a neighbor who was walking by.
“1 told my dad to call 911 and I just 
ran over there,” he said.
Gaffney opened  the front door, lie- 
said, “and it was just black. I cou ldn’t 
sec more than two feet in front o f  me."
After hearing sounds of someone 
coughing, Gaffney found owner o f  the 
house'Joscph Farina and he lped  him 
outside.
“ It was kind of instinctive. T he  
first question I thought of was, ‘What 
if somebody is in there?,”’ he said.
“1 was glad I was there to he lp  out. 
A lot of the neighbors are older, so I 
was glad l was able to get to him before 
anything happened, lie  would have 
been overcome by the smoke if 1 wasn’t 
there. You can ’t stay in something I ike 
that for long,” Gaffney said.
1 Ic said that two teenagers stopped
their ear and helped him search for 
survivors. They drove off before- 
Gaffney could get their names or thank 
them.
Farina, home alone when the two- 
alarm blaze broke out, w as treated for 
smoke inhalation at the scene.
“ I would have clone it foranybodv,” 
Gaffney said.
Gaffney, who plans to take the civil 
service exam next year and hopes to 
become a Teaneck firefighter, said 
that the  same thing happened to him 
last year.
“ Acar parked across the street from 
where I work was on fire. I grabbed 
the extinguisher and got the fire u n ­
der control before it escalated.
“ I t ’s kind of like fate,” he said. 
“You just react, you don ’t think.”
The blaze, which drew nearly 60 
firefighters from Teaneck and Bogota, 
was under control by 12:5.3 p.m., said 
T e a n e c k  D eputy  l ire C h ie f  Hill 
Panzclla.
The firefighters rescued a dog and 
three cats from the home, Panzclla 
said.
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U p d a te : T Q M  B eg ins
by Kristin» Mnthison
Vice President ofS tudcnt I )evelop- 
m ent and Campus Life Dr. Lee Wilcox 
said that since his attendance at the 
Total Quality M anagement seminar 
given by l)r. Alan Oppcnhcim , the 
com m ittee in charge of implementing 
the program has begun its campaign.
Live ofthc 1 Odepartments involved 
in the I QM program received their 
training earlier this month. “T h e  rest 
will train in February;” said Wilcox.
“E v e n  full-time employee, from the 
most senior to the  most junior, from 
the oldest to the youngest, received or 
will receive training from the TQM 
program," said Wilcox.
After the seminar, Wilcox said that 
the departments w ere advised to have 
their staff get into small groups, choose 
a problem toconccntra tcon ,and  apply 
w hat they have learned at the T Q M  
program to the problem.
“W e ’re really in a trial period," said 
Wilcox.
The program involves a list o f  prin­
ciples that “are the  goals of TQM."
They arc:
• Improving Custom er Service - to 
gather data on current interactions, to 
understand how satisfied thestudents 
are, to discover what can be done to 
m a k e  the  p ro c e s se s  flow m o re  
smoothly
• Maintaining Improvements
• Teamwork
• Improving Overall Processes
“Although we d idn 't  use TQM last
year, I think the registration Voice 
Response System is an example of 
the improvement of customer ser­
vice," said Wilcox.
Wilcox said that T Q M  “is a long­
term enterprise. It does not yield 
quick fixes.”
“W e ’re going to look at all of the 
behind-the-scenc processes, because 
they ultimately effect the students,” 
he said.
Wilcox said that students can ex ­
pect to see other changes within the 
departments.
“’There is no point where we arc 
perfect,” he said.
Internet, con't from p. 1
would violate constitutional rights to 
free speech and vowed to fight the  move 
in court. Many on line services are 
worried about being involved in long 
legal battles over foul language.
On Line America, along with o ther 
communications groups, endorsed a 
compromise that would restrict explicit 
and graphic material that is “harmful to 
minors."
“ Indecency” remains a vague legal 
term that falls short o f  sexually graphic 
material but covers the “seven dirty 
words" deemed to be offensive.
The “seven dirty word” standard has 
only been  used to cover broadcast media 
and has not covered print media, bu t the 
new bill raises the question that new s­
papers would be able to print a word 
like “penis" in their printed publica­
tion but noton their on line publication 
on the  internet.
The American Civil Liberties Union 
immediately announced that it would 
challenge the bill if it becomes law in 
court, saying it violates the First A m end­
ment Rights regarding free speech.
Prodigy Services Spokesman Barry 
Tk said, “ The indecency standard is 
very problematic. N o  one knows what 
it means. It is overbroad and it w ill be 
challenged in the courts for years. In 
our view, it is a giant s tep  backward.”
Editor of CvberWircs Dispatch Bill 
Meeks said, “ It is a travesty when the 
Congress of the United States is e s sen ­
tially puttinghandcuffs on me and trea t­
ing the Constitution of the United States 
like a rough draft.”
“The suppression o f freedom o f expression has no place in a  democracy a n d  
no place a t a university . ” - Reese C/eg/iorn, journalism  dean, 1093
LSAT * GMAT • GRE • MCAT
Small Classes, Big Stores. 
Guaranteed.
Call today for info 
about local classes:
800/876-3107
The Princeton Review
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Walker speaks to CARIBSO
by John Hughes
Dr. Elaine Walker was the guest 
speaker at CA RIBSO’s third annual 
Christmas dinner.
Walker was a last-minute substitu­
tion for Dr. Hall, the Newark superin­
tendent of schools, who could not a t­
tend due  to a death in the family.
W alker is in charge of the Office o f  
Planning, Evaluation, and Testing for 
the New ark school district.
She was born and raised in Jamaica 
and received her degree from the U ni­
versity o f  the West Indies. She received 
her masters and her PhD . in Sociology 
from I Inw ard University. She has been 
in the l .S. ever since.
T h e  theme of W alker’s speech was 
higher education. She  related stories 
about the difficulties o f  getting out of 
the Caribbean and how education is the  
key to success.
Walker told the group about how she 
began at Howard illegally living in the 
dorm with hersister, both sharinga single 
bed, with no money for food. Fortu­
nately for them, another woman from 
Jamaica w'ho w'orked in the cafeteria 
would sneak them som e food.
Walker did graduate with her Ph.D., 
but there were times w hen she thought 
about giving up.
She stayed in school because she knew 
that the hardships she was facing then
were no th ing  compared w ith the hard­
ships she would face w ithout the d e ­
gree.
She m entioned  that there  was not a 
Caribbean student organization and that 
she believes it would have helped her 
get through to her degree.
She then  stressed to all of the stu­
dents that w ere not considering gradu­
ate school to reconsider. “ In today’s 
world, you need a higher degree. A 
bachelor’s is not enough. Ism plovers 
look to see how far you ’ve continued 
on,” said Walker.
She said, “ Being educated  means an 
awakening of your mind. Your educa­
tion not only benefits yourself, but oth­
ers as well.”
Walker believes that the  world has 
changed a great deal w ith technological 
advances. “W e no longer have separate 
cultures,” she said, “but a global culture 
and economy.”
F resh m an  Alwin J a m e s  Stewart 
agreed with Walker. “ I t ’s true; my par­
ents went through the sam e hardships 
with getting their education. You can’t 
get anywhere w ithout a h igher educa­
tion."
When W alker was questioned  about 
the progress of reconstruction of the 
Newark school district, she said, “Rcor-
Conlinued on p. 5
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
AVAILABLE
Valley National Bank, one of the largest Commercial 
Banks in Northern NJ, is currently looking to fill several 
Full & Part tim e positions in various locations throughout 
Passaic, Bergen, & Essex Counties. If you or a friend are 
looking to start a Career with a Bank that offers great 
opportunity & advancement, then w e’d like to m eet you!
Along with a pleasant working environment, we offer a 
comprehensive benefits package. Depending on hours 
worked, benefits will include: Medical/Dental Insurance, 
tuition reimbursement, day care reimbursement, 401K, 
paid holidays, & paid vacations. All interested candidates 
can call orvisitour Human Resource Department located 
at 1445 Valley Road in Wayne.
P hone # (201) 305-4033 Fax#  (201) 633-0098
E qual O pportunity  Em ployer
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Games, con't from  p. 1
competitive but relaxed nature of the 
tournament. I was also pleased with the 
fact that my team has now won three 
championships, and I am happy to he 
the leading scorer four years in a row.”
Costa said, “I look forward to making 
a name in intercollegiate competition 
this coming year.”
T h e  s e co n d  p la c e  team , th e  
. 1/or/fc/s/rior/,was paced by Anthony 
O’Donnell who said, “ It was a pleasure 
conceding the title to such a gracious 
opponent, whose m em bers were digni­
fied in defea t (when we thrashed them) 
and magnanimous in victory.”
Highlights of the tournam ent in­
cluded the Chi Alpha cheering group, 
Costa’s performance in the  final game,
the M ontdarion's outstanding 320 point 
high score of the day, and the first game 
of the tournament between Grumpy 
Old Men and the Asian Student Asso­
ciation, which came down to a triple- 
overtime sudden-death final.
Next semester, the College Bowl 
Club will host the Eastern Regional 
College Bowl Tournament. MSU will 
field a team of the highest scorers in the 
campus tournament. With the home 
field advantage this semester, MSU will 
definitely be a force to reckon with.
Of the College Bowl Tournam ent at 
MSU, l;ciner said, “This  is the best 
event on campus. It has a high level of 
participation each year and is the best 
way to combine academics with pro­
gramming.”
Christmas party for the 
children hosted at MSU
by DorteHne Norm'll
The Educational Opportunity Fund 
Student Advisory Board | E.O.F.S.A.B.l 
held their fourth annual toy drive and 
Christmas party on Sat., Dec. 12 in the 
Student ( 'e n te r  ballrooms.
T he  snow and the freezing rain did 
not stop the 10Ochildren and thcirtcach- 
ers from attending the e ven t  held espe­
cially for them.
For the past four years this event had 
benefited needy children of the inner 
city communities of our area.
Each year, a different community 
center is chosen to participate in the 
event. I bis year’s participants came 
from the Father English Community 
Center of Paterson, N.J.
As they walked into the reception 
room, the children were welcomed by 
MSI studen ts  who volunteered to par­
ticipate in the program. M SU students 
from all different organizations on cam­
pus enterta ined the kids by making 
Christmas hats, playing games, distrib­
uting gifts, and performing for them.
Douglas Iguclarand Odalys Serrano 
of the Latin  American S tuden t Organi­
zation performed a Salsa for the chil­
dren.
O m ar  V asqucz , P r e s id e n t  o f  
E.O.F.S.A.B., said that the party is im­
portant for the children who attend it.
“This  is a very exciting event,” he 
said. “ I hope the kids walk out of here­
with a feeling of joy. For some of these 
kids, this is going to be the only Christ­
mas party that they are going to have. A 
lot of them  come from single parent 
families, and for them, donated  toys w ill 
have a second life.”
This year’s planning did not go as 
smoothly as it had in previous years. 
\  asquez said that “getting  the food for 
the event was a race against time.”
“This year, Gardner Merchant Din­
ing Services could not participate, be­
cause participating would have violated
their contract with MSU. T h e  office of 
Student Development and Campus Life 
and the Executive Assistant to the Vice- 
President offered to pay for the food, 
which cost about $300.
When asked of his wishes for the 
future of the ( Christmas project, Vasqucz 
said that he would like to see more 
organizations volunteer their services 
so that they could help more children.
Also present at the party w ere Rich­
ard Morales Wright, Assistant Director 
of E.O.F., and Carmen Reycs-Cuevas, 
C o u n s e lo r  and A dvisor  to the  
E.O.F.S.A.B.
Wright spoke proudly of the project. 
“'Phis is an extremely important event. 
It involves students of the Paterson area, 
and it gets a great portion of the MSU 
community involved. We look forward 
to many more years of great community 
service,” he said.
Rcvcs-Cuevas, who started the pro­
gram w hile an undergraduate student at 
William Paterson College, said, “I think 
it’s very beneficial for these kids to 
come here and see college students do­
ing something good for their commu­
nity.”
“They  can serve as role models for 
the kids,” Reycs-Cuevas said. “Some­
times 1 think that too much of the nega­
tive comes out; 1 hope that people can 
see the positive side of this event. I’m 
privileged to he working with the stu­
dents in doing this.”
11-year-old Daniel Fcrreras said that 
the event was good because it “gets to 
help the parents who can’t afford to buy 
gifts for their kids.”
l()-ycar-old Ciliary Martinez said, “ I 
like it here because wc do a lot of fun 
things. It’s beautiful here.” Whcnaskcd 
what slic’d be doing if she was at home, 
i\ I art i nez re plied, “I’d he vva tch i ng T. V.” 
As they left w ith their toys, most of 
the children said that they wished to 
come hack again next year.
SGA ends successfu l sem ester
by Amy Fisher
Yesterday’s SGA meeting saw the 
creation of three new organizations, the 
appropriation of money to a fourth, the 
recognition of a state law, and thcSG A ’s 
stand on campus police carrying fire­
arms.
T he  Muslim Student organization is 
now a recognized Class 111 organization 
of the SGA. After a relatively short 
d e b a te ,  th e  g roup  was 
granted a status which 
e n t i t l e s  th e m  to 
$500 from the SGA 
and a l im ite d  
amount of matching 
funds along with the 
additional perks of­
fered to cha r te red  
groups.
'Flic Gallery club, which 
organizes an on-campus art exhibit in 
Ca cia Hall which the SGA appropri­
ated money towards last year, came up 
for their new' charter. After a light de­
bate over the benefits of visiting the 
gallery to the students of MSU, they 
were also granted their Class III char­
ter.
Flic Equal Opportunity Fund Stu­
dent Advisorv Board, the last of the new
charters for the fall semester, came up 
for their Class III charter and it was 
passed unanimously.
Chi Alpha C hristian  Fellow ship  
asked for$300 matching funds to attend 
the Student Activist I .cadcrship T ra in ­
ing [SA I/I’I Conference in Philadel­
phia on Dec. 27. 'F lic  hill was
passed  w ith  
h e
I a lull req
X p W ^ S G A  to ini 
'  Class I’s, I I ’s, an
^  little oppostition. 
l e g i s la tu re  a lso  
p a s se d  the  T h e  
American Disabilities 
\ct Distribution bill 
that recognizes 
the state dis- 
ibility act. Flic 
bi uires the 
form the 
d I l l ’s of
the state requirement for the ac­
cessibility of SGA funded events to 
disabled persons.
T he  three-and-a-half hour meeting 
ended with holiday greetings, the e x ­
changing of Secret Santa gifts, and a 
farewell to I .awrcnce Ramsey, who was 
off to the Netherlands to get married.
T h e  m eetings resume in the spring 
and applications for new legislators w ill 
he out after the New Year. 27 seats are 
available.
3M ONTCIARION
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Campus Police Report compiled by Kristim/ Mathison
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
Dec. 5 u sign u;is set on fire in the 
business office of College I lull.
Dec. 6 a male resident of Bohn I lull 
reported that his tloor was kicked and 
the drawing on the door was damaged. 
I le had also been receiving threatening 
phone calls.
Dee. 8 on the (dove Road bridge five 
new lights had been broken off at the 
base.
THEFT
Dee. 5 theadvertis ingdepartm entof  
the Montcleirion reported that $20 was 
stolen from the office in the Student 
Center.
Dec. 6 a female returned the license 
plates from her stolen car which was 
found in South Bclmar. T he  plates 
belonged to another MSI student's  car. 
The plates w ere switched between two 
cars.
Dec. <S a female Blanton Hall resi­
dent reported her MA( 1 card stolen and 
$1.500 w ithdrawn from her account.
Dec. <S a female reported that her 
handbag was stolen from Partridge I lull 
room 206.
Dec. 10 in Sprague Library a female- 
reported her wallet missing from her 
handbag.
She received a phone call on Dec. 11 
from Valiev National Bank informing
her that her wallet was fond on the
street outside of the bank.* .
THEFT O F MOTOR VEHICLE
Dec. 5 in I ,ot 22 a 1988 I londa Civic 
was reported sto­
len. It was recov­
ered in Little b alls 
from the Six Broth­
ers Diner parking 
lot.
ATTEMPTED
THEFT OF
MOTOR
VEHICLE
Dec. 5 in Lot 
27 a 1990 I londa 
C R X  had its 
driver’s side w in­
dow smashed.
Dec. 5 in Lot 
27 a 1988 I londa 
C R X  had its 
driver's side w in­
dow smashed.
THEFT OF MOVABLE PRO P­
ERTY
I )ec. 6 a folder containing Account­
ing exams was reported stolen from 
Partridge Hall room 306.
SUSPICIOUS PERSONS
Dec. 8 on I Icating Plant Wav a fe­
male reported that a male was staring at 
her on the NJ Transit  P5 bus. He fol­
lowed her as she got off of the bus. ’T he  
suspect was described as a white male, 
40 to 50 years old, with blue eyes and 
light brown hair, 
wearing a brow n 
ja c k e t ,  s m o k e d  
p a te n t  l e a t h e r  
sh o e s ,  b ro w n  
pants, and carrying 
a shopping bag.
Dec. 8 in the  
G am e Room o f  the 
S tudent Center of­
ficers responded to 
an alarm that had 
g o n e  off in th e  
game room. T h e y  
observed a suspi­
cious male in the 
hallway, l ie  was 
an employee of one 
of the vending ser­
vices and was unauthorized to be on 
campus. I Ic was escorted off of campus 
and bis employers were notified.
MEDICAL
Dec. 11 a male broke his ankle while 
walking down the hill under the Clove 
Road bridge to the railroad tracks. I le 
slide down the hill and caught his ankle 
in a railroad tie. New Jersey Transit was
notified to slow down the oncoming I 
train. The victim was transported to the f 
hospital.
ARREST
Dec. 5 Eric White was arrested after I 
being pulled over for a m otor vehicle 
violation. A check on his driver’s li­
cense revealed that he had an active- 
warrant for his arrest from Paterson for | 
several outstanding motor vehicle vio­
lations.
Dec. 6 Susanna Puentes was arrested 
on an outstanding traffic warrant from 
Montclair.
Dec. 7 Javc Millcrwas arrested on an 
ou ts tand ing  warrant for th e f t  from 
Bcachvvood Borough, N ew  Jersey.
■ U l i H
Writers for 
News. Call 
x5216 for 
more info.
W ä gROCK G YM
Indoor Rock Climbing
What are you doing this Winter Break?
• Come climb on 40' walls in the East Coast's first indoor 
rock climbing facility!
• Special Student Rates! (Must be full-time under 23 yrs. & 
show ID.)
• Beginners Indoor Rock Climbing Classes with Student ID.
Monday through Friday walk-in lessons at 1 2 noon, 
2pm, and 4pm (First come first serve, 3 person max. per 
class). Starting Monday Dec. 1 8 through Friday jan. 12. 
Only $25- includes day pass and harness rental.
• Close to home! 2 minutes away from Willowbrook Mall. 
Call for directions.
• Gift Certificates Available.
• Students 1 7 yrs. old & under must have parent sign 
release form.
• Call for more information and directions.
1235 Rt. 23 South, Wayne, NJ 07040 
201-305-6777
Hours: M-F 12-10:30 Sat. & Sun. 12-8.
California Sunshine Shops
'partuu& i ¿W  Souittuveari
HIT THE BEACHES
A complete selection of:
Sizes 4-26 
Missy
Contemporary 
Juniors
Mix & Match Separates 
up to 40E 
Womens 
Maternity 
Mens 
Preteen
r.10% Off With this AdExpires 01/15/96 |
Not to be combined with any other offer
Coming soon to California Sunshine Custom Designed Swimwear! 
Have our Designer Computer-scan your figure, and then pattern your 
exact measurements into perfectly fitted swimwear 
styles just for you.
Not available at all locations.
Route 35N Eatontown W oodbridge Centre M all Garden State Plaza Freehold Raceway Mall
(next to DunkinDonuls) W oodbridge, NJ Paramus, NJ Freehold, NJ
(908)544-8666 (908)602-0101 (201)843-8746 (908)577-9500
519 Kings Hwy. The Court at King of Prussia Rockaway Towne Sq. Mall 56 Rehboth Ave. 
Brooklyn, NY King of Prussia, PA Rockaway, NJ Rehboth Beach, DE
(718 376-0700 (610)265-8330 (201)442-1700 (302) 227-7080)
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S elf defense  classes schedu led  to begin  in January
by low  Hour/
T he  D epartm ent of Cam pus Safety 
and Security’s anti-crime crusade just 
does not stop. Sgt. Paul Cell announced 
on Dec. 11 that DSS will he running a 
semester long self defense and safety 
seminar beginning in January.
T he  seminar is only the very latest in 
DSS efforts to combat crime. Since 
September, DSS has established an es­
cort service, foot patrols, more emer­
gency call boxes, better lighting, and 
security cameras throughout Clove Rd. 
and the quarry.
DSS is constructing 24 hour security 
booths at all campus entrances and is 
also considering the purchase of scoot­
ers for patrolling.
In addition, Cell and Crime Preven­
tion Officer Tim othy Webster have 
appeared at many campus safety con­
ferences throughout campus.
Cell said that the upcomingscminar 
will be the first ever to run for an entire 
semester. “This  will be our third self- 
defense seminar. This seminar will 
last for the entire semester due to the 
success we have had with the previous 
seminars,” said Cell.
’’T h e  MSU community has shown a 
lot of interest in these kind of affairs. 
Since this will be a semester long affair, 
we will have the time to focus on all 
aspects concerning self-defense and 
crime prevention,” he said.
Regarding topics, Cell emphasized 
that there are many categories of crime 
prevention that DSS will discuss. “We
want to get the word out to people about 
what they can do to protect themselves.
“W e’ll be going over dorm safety, cam­
pus safety, home safety, car safety, and 
basic self-defense among many other 
things,” he said
“Basically, we want to instruct people 
on how to avoid getting into situations 
where they are vulnerable as well as how 
to react in confrontational situations,” 
said Cell.
Concerning specifics, Cell said the 
seminar is tentatively scheduled to run 
Tuesday nights between 6pm-8pm.
Cell said that DSS is presently in the 
process of procuring a building for the 
seminar.
Cell said that DSS will be drawing up 
official registration forms which will be
available in January at campus police 
headquarters.
l ie  also said that DSS is considering 
running copies of the registration forms 
in the Montclarion.
“I lowevcr, anybody in the MSI cam­
pus community can register by calling 
me personally at 655-5123,” Cell said.
Cell stressed that the self defense 
and safety seminar will serve to clarify 
harmful myths about crime safety, “ lo r  
example, there 's  this myth that you 
should scream M ire’ if you're being at­
tacked. This isn’t logical because if you 
scream 'Fire!,' people will be looking 
around for fire and smoke instead of 
reacting to the real problem at hand. 
You’ll do better  by sticking to the facts 
and yelling, 'I Ielp! I’m being attacked!”'
N O T IC E : There will be no issue of fhe Montclarion next Thursday due 
to finals. Our next issue will hit Hie stands Thursday, January 18.
Lecture, con't from p. 2
ganization of the district will prima­
rily begin in January. The plans are 
to evaluate the current positions to
eliminate faculty positions.” She 
said, “ Dr. I lall plans to increase the 
district’s spendingon the students.” 
“Likeall revolutions, the rebuild­
ing process is very slow,” said Walker.
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BAR AUTHORITY
BARTENDING SCHOOL
Not doing anything exciting during  sem ester break?
STUDENT SPECIAL
5 day  crash course or Regular two w eek course
•Lowest tuition in area
•Great skill for part-time work now or to fall back on later. 
•Free job placement assistance 
•Day & Evening classes avail.
•Approved by N.J. Dept, of Education.
Located @ Rt. 46 & Galesi Dr.
(Behind DMV Inpesction) Wayne.
Call 1-800-4-TEND-BAR
Latin American groups honor 
M arti a t Christmas celebration
by Anthony R. O ' Donnell
Over 200 students and faculty packed 
Dickson 17<S on Dec. 7 to celebrate the 
centennial of Jose Martfs death, “I.a 
Navidad" and the increased contribu­
tion of Latin American s tudent and fac­
ulty groups to the MSI campus.
Featured speaker, writer and critic 
Vicente Fchcrri said that from the para­
doxes of M artfs life emerge a message of 
brotherly love and duty meaningful to all 
the peoples of the Americas.
Marti was a sensitive th inker who 
became one of die greatest figures of 
Spanish-Amcrican literature. He was a 
poet and a pamphleteer in the cause of 
freedom.
“There  is no other leader in the Ameri­
cas, I dare to say,” said Fchcrri, “ in whose 
speeches and teaching we can find re­
peated so many times the word 'love,' a 
term which sounds more proper in the 
lips of a preacher that in those of a 
revolutionary guide.”
In celebration of Martfs work Profes­
sor Diana Guemarez-Cruz presented a 
bilingual reading of selections of his Versos 
Senril/os (Simple Verses) by students of 
the Weekend College and the Depart­
ment of Spanish and Italian. Excerpts
included La N iña de Guatemala and 
the Cuban an them  Guantanam era. 
Music was performed by Dúo Perú.
T h e  organizer of the even t.  Dr. 
Joanne Knglcbcrt of the D epartm ent 
ofSpanish and Italian, said that she w as 
pleased at its inclusive spirit. “W e were 
able to draw together various groups of 
the campus community in an atmo­
sphere of friendly celebration,” she 
said.
Dr. Knglcbcrt explained that the 
event was the result of combining two 
planned events. “We originally planned 
both a tribute to Marti and a Christmas 
celebration well in advance o f  the  date, 
in typical Latin American fashion. We 
decided that it was entirely appropri­
ate to join this to our homage to Marti, 
since he is a figure whom the diversity 
of American peoples can celebrate; a 
figure whom we can all em ula te .”
A lavish buffet of Latin American 
foods was provided by the co-sponsors 
Latino and Latin American Studies, 
the Hispanic Caucus, LASO, W eek­
end College Association, Caribso, I'lie 
I )c part me n t o f  Spa n is h and I tali a n , a n d 
the  College of I Iumanities and Social 
Sciences.
Men form two factions: those who 
love and build, and those who hate
and destroy. José Marti
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STEAK & PASTA 
RESTAURANT & NIGHT CLUB
955 Allwood Road, Clifton 201-773-2110 • Hotline 773-4040
NOW Accepting Applications for:
Waitresses, Busyboys, Hostesses, Bartenders • L unch &  D inner
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 20th
CHRISTMAS
S A N T A ’S  l a p
ONE NIGHT ONLY Everyone 18 to Party 21 to Drink!
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23rd
“Our C hristm as Gift to You”
CHRISTMAS 
PARTY!
Planet Z100 LIVE BROADCAST
WIN
T R IP  FO R  
TW O  TO  
JA M A IC A
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Sisters Griots warms up the Student C enter
Us/ Anthony R. O'Donnell
On Monday night, the windchill factor 
brought temperatures close to zero de­
grees, but in Student Center room 418, 
the sound of African percussion was warm 
with the pride of Black identity.
The theme continued with story-tell­
ing in dance, song and speech by Sisters 
Griots (pronounced GREE-oh). Also ap­
pearing was OSAIJ’s African Dance Troupe 
and special guest, poet Jessica “Care” 
Moore of Detroit, a five-time winner on 
Showtime at the Apollo.
After the African Dance Tronpewokc up 
the audience, Sisters Griots turned them 
into participants, inviting them to clap 
and chant a Swahili greeting of “words of 
healing.” Chant gave way to song and 
recitation as the Sisters fulfilled their role 
of “griot,” which in African-influenced 
crcole/patois means “storyteller” or 
“keeper of the history.”
The story began with weeping on the 
banks of the Nile, and lamentation over 
the “the most evil atrocity known to 
man...survivingrapc and degradation;acts
f  "A
Editor’s
Note
by Erica Duncan
This semester, a multitude of 
things have happened on our cam­
pus. From the overcrowd ing of Boh n 
I tail ar the beginning of the semes­
ter, ro the fashion show rhar was 
sponsored by Residence Life.
1 .et us not forget the happenings 
of the world around us. T he  O.J. 
verdict, the assassination of Yitzhak 
Rabin, the sending of American 
troops ro Bosnia and the Million Man 
March. Opinions on of all of rhe 
above were seen and read in the pasr 
issues of T h e  M ontclarhn.
The times that have passed have 
been times ofgreat sad ness and awe. 
T he  sections of this paper have 
brought the thoughts of you, the 
student, out to the public on campus 
and beyond. Inside there is a spread 
of pictures showing this semester’s 
events and happenings.
My staff and l hope chacyon have 
enjoyed thesemesterthut has passed, 
and that you look forward to the one 
that is coming our way. f lave a safe 
and happy holiday, I hope to see you 
next semester.
V__________ )
of such horror that if I went on I would 
make you cry." A succession of sayings 
completed a catalogue of experiences of 
celebrated women of African-American 
history, including I larriet Tubman, Mary 
McLeod Bcthune, Fanny Lou Hammer
by John Hughes
Everyday you probably walk by a sign 
forCARIBSO, but do you know what it is? 
Neither did I, so Friday 1 went to their 
Christmas party to find out. This was their 
third annual Christmas party with tradi­
tional Caribbean food and music as well as 
the exchanging of secret Santa gifts.
CARIBSO, the Caribbean student or­
ganization, is a Class II organization of the 
SC A. T hey  have 25 members, up from 18 
last year, 7-10 of which are male, up from 
1 last year, according to vice-president 
Damian Me Anuff, he was the one.
Their purpose is to allow different 
people to share their culture and learn 
about others. They have members from 
most of the islands in the Caribbean as 
well as I'.S. born members.
As assistant editor of the Campus 1 ,ife 
section, I have witnessed events that you 
could not even imagine. 1 have seen sleep 
deprived editors stress to bring you this 
wonderful newspaper on time. I have 
have heard the groan of dispair when 1 
told Erica (oureampus life editor) I could 
not cover a story due to horrible snow 
covered roads (yes, 1 am a commuter). 
People, it hasn't been pretty.
That is why 1 amsummittingmy wish 
list for 19% to you, with the hope that you
and Madame C.J. Walker.
Complementing Walker’s dictum “we 
began to believe we were ugly because 
that’s what we were told,” The Sisters 
proclaimed their mission as African 
women, “reclaiming ancient beauty and
Natalie Braklcy, a freshman biology 
major, was born and raised in Trinidad 
and came to the l i.S. in 1988. When asked 
about the difference between the l l.S. 
and Trinidad, she replied “in Trinidad 
there is a greater sense of family, the 
whole community is a family, and there is 
alargeremphasisoneducation." She feels 
that CARIBSO has helped it’s members 
create unity and acceptance of all cul­
tures.
Anthony St. Jean, also a freshman biol­
ogy major, is from the island of Dominica, 
not to be confused with the Dominican 
Republic. Dominica is in the lesser Antilles 
and is also known as the nature island 
because of it’s wild flora and birds. An­
thony attended school in the Virgin ls-
can make it come true.
1. More writers for the Monte/nrion.
Erica and I cannot be at all the excel­
lent campus events. We are only two 
people. Please come to the office, volun­
teer to write, we will make it worth your 
while.
2. If we will all work together, the 
parking lot would not look like a skating 
rink. I have a simple solution: over break, 
everyone purchase a small container of 
salt. When the break’s over and the next 
storm comes, we all just dump our salt.
history —  w e’ve come back to take our 
acc.
It quickly became clear that the recla­
mation would delve deeper into sorrow 
before rising up to joy. The percussionist 
slowed and deepened the lively beat; 
unrestrained cries and wail ing rent the air. 
A Sister began to sing:
Oh freedom! Oh freedom!
Over me.
And before I’ll be a slave
I’ll be buried in my grave;
I’m going home to my I ,ord 
and be free.
The rhythm varied and strandsof“Sing 
Low Sweet Chariot” were intertwined 
with the verses. The crowd was invited to 
share in the song and then, once they 
were fully involved, the song took a new 
turn and a question was put: “ I low Black 
are you really, and how far back are you 
willing to go?”
“Won’t you take a little journey with 
us?” the Sisters inquired. “ Imagine Af- 
rica,” thev said, describing a scene of
Continued on Pg. 9
cultures.
Juliet Young, a senior biology major, is 
president of CARIBSO.” At the begin­
ning of the semester, we decided to make 
hurricane relief our main project, hoping 
to get the entire campus involv ed, hut no 
other group would help.” she said. I lovv- 
cvcr, that did not deter them. I hev raised 
over 100 canned goods for Puerto Rico, 
and $100 for Dominica.
CA RIBSO ’s faculty advisor is Dr. 
Snipes. I le is not from a Caribbean island, 
but volunteered as an advisor due to an 
interest in charity. “This group functions 
well outside the boundaries ofCARIBSO, 
they are self starters and very dedicated. 
They work very hard for charitable causes, 
and to contribute to campus life.” Dr. 
Snipes, said
and the campus would ice free. If all 
13,000 students did this, the entire park­
ing situation would improv e.
These are two simple wishes. I am not 
asking for much. Come on people, a little 
effort and you can make my dreams come 
true. I )on’t be cruel, let the holiday spirit 
overcome you.
11ère are my pleas, it is up to you, the 
student bodv, to fulfill them. Have a 
wonderful vacation, try to be sober by 
January 16, 19% and I hope to see you all 
in the Moufr/arion office soon!
A CARIBSO style Christm as
lands, so he wasalrcady aware ofdiffercnt
Sue's Christmas wish list to Santa
by Suzanne Feig/e
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The Real World
by the students of the Co-Operative Kducation Program
by Timothy I). Yon (¡route'
I )uring the first week of my summer eo-op, I realized 
that 1 w as the envy of those who worked around me. It 
wasn't that I had done something spectacular; it was 
because I had the fastest, most powerful computer in my 
department. Now, there wasn't any animosity between 
my co-workers and me ov er this computer: In fact, I was 
quite impressed with how they all treated me, consider­
ing I was a mere undergraduate. The respect and respon­
sibility they gave me was genuine.
One of my chief responsibilities was to put that 
computer to work, and 1 did. My goal was to design a 
user-friendly database that allowed others quick and 
easy access to pertinent information. My employer, a 
large pharmaceutical company called Schering-Plough 
Animal I lealth, had a vast amount of information in 
books and files. People wasted a lot of time paging 
through stacks of data at a time. T he  database I devel­
oped with some of my colleagues changed that. Because 
the information is on a network, everyone can access it 
simultaneously. With a few clicks of their mice, they can 
ask their computers for whatever they need.
Now, w hy would a Biology major wanting to become 
a veterinarian sit in an office all day designingacomputer 
program? 1 was hired because I understood some of the 
terminology they wanted to enter into their database. 
My experience in a veterinary office and my classes here 
at MSI had exposed me to this jargon. Obviously, I 
learned many more medical terms during my summer 
assignment. This knowledge will surely make my life in 
veterinary school a little easier.
Although I have been pursuing my veterinary aspira­
tions for several years now, 1 never realized the number 
of industry jobs available for veterinarians. Through my 
co-op, I was able to see exactly what veterinarians in 
industry do. I discovered that their role was so varied and 
div erse that I plan to seek another co-op this summer. 
That way I will be able to explore more of the rewarding 
options veterinary medicine has to offer.
Marry Christmas and floppy f/anukkahi |
* D e c v i & tn e e n  S e r v ic e s
V
Q: I’ll be graduating in Maywitha B.A. in Knglish 
and a provisional teaching certificate. I’ve always 
wanted to be a high school Knglish teacher, but so far 
I’ve had no luck finding a teaching position for the 
fall. What should I do?
A: Sign up to substitute in one or two local school 
systems. I bis experience w ill give you a chance to 
practice your classroom management skills and to 
become recognized by administrators, faculty, staff 
and students. Also, contact the guidance depart­
ments of schools to find out about tutoring students 
individually or becoming a home instructor for stu­
dents who are unable to attend school.
If you have experience w ith and/or an interest in 
any sports on a secondary lev el, look into the possibil­
ity of coaching. Many schools hire coaches outside 
their own teachingstaff. Coaching is an excellent way 
to get to know the students outside the formal class­
room setting and to practice your teaching skills.
Before the summer, contact several school sys­
tems to find out the possibility of teaching summer 
school. I f  that isn'tsuccessful, look into opportunities 
to work with junior and senior high students in 
summer recreation programs or camps. In the sum­
mer, follow the classified ads for teaching positions 
closely because many staffing changes tend to take 
place then.
Finally, it goes w ithout saying that you should be 
networking with everyone you know who has any 
affiliation with a school system, since insiders will 
often know about an opening before the position is 
officially posted.
Finding a teaching job is not always an easy task, 
but the rewards can be tremendous once vou'vc
found one. Good Luck!
Q: It is very expensive to live in N.J. I want to look 
elsewhere for a job, how should I begin?
A: Pick up a copy of The Places Rated Almanac 
which compares hundreds of US metropolitan areas 
in terms ofcost of living, quality of life, availability of 
cultural opportunities, community services and lots 
more. Once you've selected a potential location, 
write to the local Chamber of Commerce in order to 
begin identifyingpossibleemplovers. Askfornames, 
addresses and general info about local business, in­
dustry, schools, hospitals - whatever organizations 
might employ you.
You should also call the business office of your 
present phone company and ask for a phone book of 
the area you are investigating. Not every skill or 
profession is is in demand of all areas. A public 
relations specialist might find locating work difficult 
in a farming community. Also try having the Sunday 
newspaper from your desired area mailed to you. 
Kxaminingads can be very helpful in giving a sense 
of the community.
A number of directories, available in Career Ser­
vices, can be helpful. iiieCollege Placement Anim al has 
a geographical index of companies across the l .S. 
who arc expecting to hire new grads. Other directo­
ries, written for specific occupations, are also avail­
able to help you identify likely employers.
Networking can also help in the long distance job 
hunt. I ,ct members of your department, union, and 
professional association know of your interest to relo­
cate and they may provide you w ith contacts. This 
can offer desperately needed support in a new town.
[Have a  safe holiday. From  th e C am pus Life S ta ff j
by Rita Hronnenkant
W ell, this is the last edition of the 
Montc/arion for the semester, and it's 
time to remind everyone to do a little 
housecleaning. 'I'hose e-mail boxes 
and file directories are overflowing with 
electronic junk mail. OK, now ev ery­
one, Delete! Absolutely cannot live 
without it? Save it to a disk. If it’s c- 
mail, change it to a file using the lvX- 
T R A C T  com m and. R em em ber  
WinQYFNet? Good. Choose FTP, 
use GK' F to send it to your disk. Don’t 
forget to led a: to change to floppy 
drive, or your stuff will end up on the 
lab com puter’s hard drive. Lab assis­
tants are under strict orders to ruth­
lessly delete junk from the (1: drives, so 
you can kiss it good bye! Are you on any 
mailing lists? I nless you have access 
over the break, you should put a tem­
porary halt to those lists. Check your 
list’s I AQ |Frequently Asked Ques­
tions! file to sec how to stop mail with­
out signing off.
Flic two most popular times to buy a 
computer are during the back-to-sehool 
rush and at Christmas. Ifyou’re Research­
ing your high-tech heart’s desire, here’s a 
tip. Know the sales jargon. New: differ­
ent color from previous design. All Solid 
State: heavy as hell! Field Tested: manu­
facturer lacks test equipment. Exclusive: 
imported product. All New: parts not 
interchangeable with previous design. 
I attest Aerospace Technology: oneofotir 
engineers was laid off by Boeing. And, 
last but not least, Maintenance-F ree: im­
possible to fix. Also, know that whoever 
said computers would giv e us a paperless 
world lied! I generate more paper than a 
government bureaucrat.
On the serious side of purchasing a 
computer: beware of old versions of hard­
ware and software being passed off on 
you. You don ’t want the 1993 or 1994 
versions off 4 )-Rom encyclopedia. I ,ots 
of useless software is preinstalled on new 
computers, so the buyer w ill think lie’s 
gettingadeal... not necessarily. I .ookout
for sampler software that demonstrates 
what an application can do, but is not the 
application itself. It's nothing more than 
an advertisement running on your com­
puter. I nderstand the warranty and sec 
it in writing before you buy. Check with 
other customers about the quality of ser­
vice. If they want to lynch the store 
manager, take your business elsewhere. 
CD-Rom drives should be quad-speed, at 
least. Flic new inkjet printers vvitli the 
optional color cartridges are a great buy. 
I .aser is still expensive. Don’t get a mo­
dem  slower than 14,400, or you will learn 
the meaning of W orldwide Wait. Make 
sure the hard drive has enough space—a 
gigabyte is common. Got enough RAM? 
Need 8 MG or better.
If you get a communications software 
application, you can access the MSI Al­
pha  system from home. I have 
Bitl'axProfessional, which combines 
BitKax/B itCom . T h e r e ’s also 
ProCommPlus, TSOnline, and others. 
Software that does only faxes will not do
it.
Should you get a pc or a Mac? Which 
are you more comfortable with? What 
kind of computers are used in the field 
you plan to work in? Are you capable 
of setting up the computer at home?
My purchase included at-home 
setup.
I'lie first time I had to bring the 
C P I ; into the shop I made a diagram of 
the back of it where all the wires con­
nected. I also put little string tags on 
each wire, numbering them to match 
the diagram. It worked. I can discon­
nect and re-connect without my dia­
gram now.
What would I do or change if I was 
buying a computer again? I would go 
for more speed. I havca486DX-33. It 
is s-l-o-vv. Fry the new Pentiums with 
73, 90, 100, or 133 megahertz.
Most importantly, enjoy your com­
puter! It may be one of the most 
rewarding purchases you will ever 
make. I lappy 1 lolidays!
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Food Focus: What do you eat while studying?
by Ann Margaret Kane
Finals will soon he upon us and many 
students will get the midnight munchies 
while studying.
Recently, 1 asked some MontclairState 
University students what they snack on 
while studying. Here arc the foods that 
some students munch on while hitting 
the books.
Louis Vega, senior biology major, en­
joys pizza, potato chips and candy bars. 
These foods satisfy Louis’s cravings for 
fat and sugar, which most people crave 
when searching for a snack food.
Krista Vitale, senior political science 
major, noshes on nachos with salsa. “T he  
salsa usually ends up all over my note­
book,’’ said Vitale. Salt seems to be the 
taste that appeals to Krista.
Rice crispy treats and pop-tarts satisfy 
the sweet tooth of Greg Cooke, sopho­
more environmental studies major. Ac­
cording to the Center for Science in the 
Public Interest, Kellogg’s has introduced 
a new low-fat pop-tart. The new tart has 
gone from five grams per tart to three. 
Unfortunately the so called “fruity tart” 
has more corn syrup, dextrose and cracker 
meal than herrics.
U nlike some students , Christine  
Duggan, senior music therapy major 
doesn’t cat when she’s stressed. “ I get 
sick if I eat when I’m stressed,” said 
Duggan. She can, however, stomach pret­
zels when studying.
“ I eat all kinds of foods, but 1 really like 
Taco Bell,” said Peter Mosea, sophomore 
accounting major. I aickily for Peter, the 
cafeteria now serves Taco Bell.
Fat in foods is not a concern for Tara 
Swords, sophomore home economic edu­
cation major. “I eat Pringles potato chips 
from the red can, not the third less fat 
kind.” said Swords.
Swords works at the Fortunes Coffee 
Exchange. Located in the basement of 
the Student ('enter, the new Seattle style 
Coffee Exchange is one of the many ea t­
eries on campus. Jennifer Larsen spends 
a lot of time drinking java there. “ I need 
lots of coffee during finals," said Larsen, 
a senior theater design major.
Other places at MSU where hungry 
students can go to satisfy cravings during 
classes include: T h e  “C ” Store, located 
next to the Student Center Bookstore, 
the newly renovated StudentCcntcrCaf- 
eteria, T h e  Rathskcllar Pizza, also in the 
Student ( ’enter and the Coffee Shop, a 
quaint little cafe hidden in the basement 
of College Hall.
M ike Brennan, sophomore environ­
mental studies major loves checsesteaks. 
Not exclusive to their home city of Phila­
delphia, checsesteaks can be purchased 
at the cafeteria. “Other than that, I eat
what's left in my dorm which is usually 
microwave popcorn,” said Brennan.
Since square meals have become a 
thing of the past, snacking is encouraged.
According to The Record newspaper, 
a recent study found that 98% of the 
population snacks. The trick to snacking 
is plan to nibble and m ake nutritious food 
choices.
Nutritionists advise using snack time 
as an opportunity to fit fruits and veg­
etables into your diet. Unfortunately, not 
one student mentioned fruits or vegetables 
as a snack food. What most students seem 
to enjoy are snacks that are high in fat, 
sugar and sodium.
T h e  Journal of the American Dietetic 
Association found that taste, not nutrition 
was the most frequent consideration when 
snacking. At MSI , taste takes the cake!
Not all snacks are alike. I lere are some 
common snacks that s tudents enjoy.
r
Total C alories P ercen t of ca lo rie s  fro m  fat
------------------------------------------------.
T o ta l Fat
P r in g le ’s p o ta to  
ch ip s , 1 cu p
170 58 11
M&M, M ars an d  
S n ic k e rs
2 8 0 45 14
M icro w av e  
p o p c o rn , 3 cu p s
50 3 6 2
Pretzels, 1 oz. 110 10 1
N achos, 1 e a c h 356 4 8 11
^Beef b u r r i to , !  e a c h 4 0 3 38 17 >
Confined from pg. 7______________________
pastoral peace and community broken by 
the depredations of slavery. “Imagine,” 
they continued, “...your mother or your 
grandmother standing, stripped of her 
clothes, standingon an auction block...can 
you feel the warmth of her tears, and the 
coldness of her fears?... lynched, tarred, 
feathered and burned. Can you imagine 
what it is like to be a slave?”
Members of the audience were brought 
up to help enact the story of a slave named 
I lighjohn who always managed to outwit 
his master. I lighjohn was able to “master 
the master” to such an extent that he was 
able to use the latter’s greed to fool him 
into suicide. With the master gone, 
I lighjohn took the plantation himselfand
transformed it into a collective farm com­
munity.
Sisters Griots closed with songand dance 
celebrating principles of Kwanzaa, such 
as collective workand responsibility, unity, 
and self-determination. They urged stu­
dents to put some thing into their commu­
nity both at school and where they live. 
“First,” they said, “find what your pur­
pose is...always remember: to love your­
self doesn’t require the hatred of anyone 
else.”
Jessica “Care” Moore took the theme 
of Black Pride away from historical Africa 
and South Carolina into the places and 
the discourse of the present.
In Box This! she satirized “how the 
government is trying to pigeonhole us in
racial categories” by requesting that one 
identify oneself according to race on offi­
cial documents.
Moore spoke of the attitudes behind 
the changing of the Statue of Liberty 
model from a Black to a White woman. 
She essayed a description of the pusilla­
nimity of those who could not bear the 
power of the symbol, contrasted against a 
characterization of a stubborn sense o f  the 
Black woman’s dignity in the face of such 
cowardice of the imagination. T he  them e 
of the performance and the fierce dignity 
with which it was delivered seemed to 
lead inevitably^) a demand from admir­
ers for the performance of Moore’s H/ark 
Girl Juice.
I his piece celebrated at once the sexual
appeal of the Black woman, her em o­
tional power, her discipline and her
strength of self-determination.
I *0 rform i ng for t lie /!// ican Dance 7 i on [re 
Monday were Victoria Stewart, Tashira 
Burwell, Lisa S m ith  and N a’c e m a  
Dtinean.
Sisters (1 riots is the partnership of listina 
Baker and Akankc Mel .can, professional 
actresses of long and distinguished expe­
rience who first met as undergraduates at 
Howard l Diversity. T h e y  are accompa­
nied in performance by master percus­
sionist Nantambu. Ms. Bakersaid o f Sister 
Griots' mission “we hope to educate 
through theater and we w ant the children 
to know there is great pow er in education 
and the knowledge of one's history.”
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A Semester Gone
Remember When...OS A U performed in the Homecoming Parade in the first week of October in the rain? 
Featured here are I ictona Stewart on the right and Khadijah McFadden on the left. The type of dance that they 
are performing is called a Magni, a social dance. OS A V  won most spirit at the end of a ll the festivities. The rest 
o f the activities included a performance by Sigma Sigma Sigma and theta Xito Janet Jackson V “I f  ” a PASO 
representation of an Aztec temple along with offerfascinating events.
Remember I Yhcn... /I t  the 17th .4 anua/ Pride Howl, F.H Harris 
held up a youngster from Ridge School during their visit from the school.
Remember When...Irving Callender and Marty Crass, members 
of the. MSI Football team, went to í 'isit a sick youngster a t the 
I 'niver sity Hospital in Newark. The visit is an annual tradition 
tha t. MSI ' has participated in for the Pride Row!
Remember When... From the left, Julio Morenco, Jay Stanco, Gennady Knpperstyhn, Howard king and John J. 
O'SuHhan were the finalists fo r Homecoming King.
A special thanks to George Rubsam from La Gam puna fo r a ll the times that he came through fo r us when we 
needed pictures of an event. Without a ll o f his help, Campus Life would have been a lot more bland
and definitely not as eye-pleasing.
Thanks George, we really appreciate it.
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By In Pictures
Remember When... On October 11, 1995 National ComingOut Day m is celebrated on campus, pictured here 
are President Reid. Dr. Wilcox and Dean James Harris a t the Plag Raising.
Remember When... Sigma Sigma Sigma member Krista Gastlu led the camel 
in the Homecoming Parade. >1>' you. ran see, despite the light rain on October 
7, 1995.
Remember When... “...Hr thejury fin d  O.J. Simpson not guilty... " Phis is the reaction Wien it became pn/dit
Remember When... Jay Stancoand Pisa D'ambola ¡cere elected Homecoming 
King and Queen on October7, /  995. Don't they look lovely!
Remcmbr When...It tens not too long ago that Jcanine Dorns and Pate n DeRosa rent to the II inter Rail, 
sponsored/)\ (',.!.. I R., last leech Pha/sdax Sight.
I
I
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Discipline, Focus, & A  Love o f M usic
by Genie hrran
Like many students at MSI , Dimiter lladjipctkov 
wakes up to full-time class schedule followed by a part- 
time job on campus, but instead ofleax ingschoolaftera 12- 
hour day, the award-winning violinist puts in a few hours 
of practice before going home to do his homework.
This rigorous schedule is nothing new to the 20-vear- 
old junior from Bulgaria. I le has been practicing since his 
mother put a vio­
lin in his hand at 
the ripe old age of 
five. “I wanted to 
go outside  and 
play with theother 
kids, but my mom 
wouldn’t let me 
until I put in a few 
hours of practice 
first," I )imiter re­
calls.
Such discipline 
and focus served 
him well. Dimiter 
won his first a ward 
in a national com­
petition when he 
was nine-years- 
old. At 16, he won 
third prize in the 
international kotzian Competition, which features the 
youngest Kuropcan violinists and caught the attention of 
Peter Christoskov, a famous violinist/composcr who in­
vited Dimiter to study at the Sofia Academy of Music 
under his tutelage.
Upon graduation, Dimiter chose MSI because of its
faculty, and its reputation for the arts. Professors Oscar 
Ravina, a violinist with the New York Philharmonic, and 
Chaim Zcmacli, a cellist with the New York Metropolitan 
( )pera,arc hismentorsand inspiration.' I hcyencourage him 
to make the most of the opportunities available here, which 
are many compared with his native Bulgaria, a country rich 
in the arts but poor in economic opportunities.
Professor Ravina is the musical director of the ¡S lontclair
Chamber Knsemblc, 
of which Dimiter is a 
member. T he  en­
semble will perform 
The I lolidayConcert 
on Sunday, Decem­
ber 17, at 3 pan. in 
Upper Montclair’s 
PresbyterianChurch. 
Dimiter has also re­
corded for the Bulgar­
ian state radio and 
plans to do a recital 
with his girlfriend, 
Maria Gilmartin, a pi­
ano performance ma­
jor, in the spring of 
next year. I lis ulti­
mate goal is to play for 
a majorsymphonv or­
chestra, which is liter­
ally music to his mother’s ears, a piano professor at the 
Bulgarian Conservatory of Music. Dimiter credits her with 
instilling his love of music and developing a strong sense of 
discipline and focus.
Lor now, Dimiter'has enough on his plate, but as his track 
record show s, this over-achiever can accomplish anything.
The Nutcracker 2H MSU
by Victoria Calt/es
I ,ast night at 6:30 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium 
the American Repertory Ballet performed The Nut­
cracker. The audience was a mixture of ages, ranging 
from very young to old. All the dancers were light on 
their feet, tw irling, spinning, and prancing around 
the stage.
T he  ballet opened with Clara and her brother 
trying to peek at their Christmas presents. Soon the 
stage was tilled with children dressed in kniekersand 
party dresses dancing around the huge tree and 
playing with their new toys. Clara’s grandfather 
gives her a nutcracker, which she adores. I lowever, 
her brother manages to steal it from her hands and 
breaks it.
During the night, Clara returns to the living-room 
w here she falls asleep and dreams of life-sized rats 
fighting w ith her nutcracker, sugarplum fairies, and 
a silver sleigh ride.
T he  dance of the Sugarplum fairy, performed on 
pointe, was delicate and beautiful. The talented 
ballerina had balance, strength, and skill. H er part­
ner lifted, caught, and helped her spin.
T he  dancers movements were emphasized by 
the music in The Nutcracker b y ' I ch iachovsky. Each 
scene had its own climax rhar followed the music. 
Clara’s slumber is finally aroused when her mother 
discovers her sleeping on the chair.
T h e  cast did a w onderful job. T he  ballerina’s on 
pointe were graceful yet strong, and the children, 
although they seemed to lie playing, had every step 
perfected.
During intermission, little girls twirled in the 
aisles and asked Santa for ballet lessons. The 
Nutcracker's music, story, and dancing brought the 
spirit of Christmas to MSI .
Hadjipetkov and Gi¡martin practicing for their recital
a 3 » t i7 ® C
by Victoria Caldes
Cheelings and Salutations! Is anybody 
as happy as I am for this semester to finally 
be oxer? I can’t giv e it a complete thumbs 
down, but I’ll be glad to go home. I have 
been propositioned, begged, and bribed 
throughout the semester to highlight vari­
ous individuals in my column. Crazy, since 
many people in my happy basement home 
usually say all I write is babble, but then 
whine when 1 fail to mention them. Ex­
cept for Joe and Jean-Marie Paternoster 
my Lditorial friends, who point out every 
conservative view I have. And my humor, 
tumor, rumor, spumor, stud John J. 
O'Sullivan. I still think the homecoming 
vote w as fixed. As an early ( Ihristmas gift,
I thought 1 could write down the names of 
all my mindless friends and pull one name 
owKetims Cat in the I latM m toenlightenyou 
with, but then I decided fuck it. I’ll write 
about all of them.
I moved to Clove Road, “the promised 
land” in September, and my neighbors 
have asked me time and time again, “Vic,
will you write about me this week?” (iisli 
is my buddy. I le supported my nicotine 
habit, while I (|iiit smoking, and he always 
listens to my complaints, as he bitches 
abouthisown. I le works as a waiter, and he 
usually brings home yummy food that 
sometimes I get to sample. In our car 
stealing, knife threatening, gun mugging 
campus, I feel safer know ing that Gish, 
Carl, Frank, and Matt live across the hall.
Across the quarry, Blanton 1 kill the 
prison^Titanic stands. When I’m really 
bored, I dash out of my apartment, run 
down the stairs, wave my armsat the fourth 
floor “C" wing, and yell, “Casey.” Some­
times (and I’m not sure vvliat kind of super­
natural powers Casey possesses) w hen I 
get back upstairs, Laura stops spinning 
around the kitchen and says, “Casey just 
called. She said to stop flailing your arms 
around because you look like an idiot. And 
she said something about salad.” Casey 
always knows exactly what I need.
Next is Moses. Moses has been one of
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my good friends at MSI since my second 
semester here. We have both had our share 
of horrible, terrible, unmentionable signifi­
cant others. I lours, days, weeks, months 
have been spent agonizing over specific 
details about why w e are right. \  loses and 
i are both stubborn people who are never, 
ever wrong.
Brian Donnelly is niv sandal wearing 
pal. Every week since September, Brian 
has asked me to put his name somewhere 
in the paper. I try to remember, but it's his 
fault that I forget. Brian’s house has all 
kinds of cool toys, fishics, and even a bird. 
Tony’s bird. I usually eat far too much 
when I go to Brian's. I le has this gourmet 
salad that is quite a treat. I le promised to 
write something for me this week, but he 
must have forgot.
rmnotmuchlxitteratrenicnilx:ringthin{?i. 
I >ana Sarno has asked me since last spring to 
highlight her, and every w eek I forgot. I )ana 
is my I ).A. buddy even though I moved out of 
Bohn I lall, I still return to General 1 lospital 
and hear all the gossip. I envy her, spreading 
minors all by herself now.
And finally, the event that made my 
semester, the Winter Ball. 1 was the envy
of many since the lovely Amy Fisher es­
corted me. I remember a good portion of 
the night. Some of it is a bit hazy, and I’ve 
heard outrageous stories from sober exag­
gerates, Mi key Roessner. Fable 16 had 
crashing,glass pyramids, flyingdinnerrolIs, 
a tumbling candelabra, and some how ev­
ery time I stumbled back to the table a 
brand new, filled to the brim alcoholic 
potion awaited me. 'The bartender re­
membered that my order always included 
ashotofjack. I may have swayed a little bit, 
but I didn’t drop my drink or fall down. 
Tw o guys refused to dance with me, imag­
ine that. ButGrcgMacSweeney pulled me 
to my feet and spun me around the floor. I 
also got to meet Tom  Tracy’s gal, Kathy, 
w ho taught him how to do Tequila shots. 
I’ve been told numerous tales about the 
end of the night, especially about a certain 
Bull, w ho became my best friend at coat 
check. Winter Ball’s memories leaves me 
counting the days to Senior Bash.
Well kiddies that’s it. I wish you all a 
MerryChristmas,! lappyl lanukkah, I lappy 
Kwanzaa. Ifl missed any holiday, forgive me 
I lappy New Year and all that auld king syne 
jazz. Until next semester, have fun. Seeya.
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First Night Montclair, a solution for New Year’s nightmares
with m ore  5;
i CDsupport and ¡¡j 
f u n d i n g .  0 
The names “  
are ge tt ing  
bigger and 
more popn- °" 
lar. F i r s t  
N i g h t  
M o n tc l a i r  
1996 will 
feature such 
diverse m u­
sical acts as 
Rounder re­
cording art- 
ist Christine 
Lavin and  
L e n a h a n , 
the hard  
d r i v i n g  
Celtic Rock 
group.
Lavin is 
one o f  the  
folk worlds 
most prolific 
writers and 
p roducers .
I lerbrand of 
“ u r b a n 
folk” h igh­
lights th e
p a t h o s ,  Oliver Lake performs musical pieces at Montclair's First .Sight
says of 1 .akc\ “the most refreshing music 
to emerge from the jazz scene in recent 
years.”
The Swing Renaissance Orchestra 
performs in First Night’s own Ballroom 
for traditional big band music of the 40's 
and 50’s. Classics such as ( arum Basieand 
Duke Kllington can be danced to and 
heard, with a culmination of fireworks.
If dance is more to your liking, the 
New Jersey Ballet w ill perform excerpts 
from their repertoire, and the 25 perform­
ers in the New Jersey l ap Fnscmblc 
under the direction of its founder I )eborah 
Mitchell w ill be performing routines remi­
niscent of the big screen musicals and big 
band era.
Barents w ill also be delighted with the 
array of children’s events, ranging from 
puppeteers to magicians. Rick Lyon, a 
puppeteer on Sesame Street brings Ins own 
colorful troupe of hand puppets, T h e  
Lyons Puppets, to perform Really, Rb.- 
AI.I.Y lin e  Stories! Magicazoobra, Becky 
Santoro brings her magic, clowning and 
all her pets to this performance.
First N ight Montclair is an uplifting 
way to ring in the New Year. All you have 
to is purchase a button from the following 
locations: Baby Boom, d rove  Pharmacy, 
Montclair Book Center, Burgdortt Real­
tors, or King’s Supermarket. I lowevcr, 
more sites exist for more information con­
tact First Night Montclair at 201-744- 
5427. Read a program, m apout the events 
von want to see, and have a great time.
chaos, and humor of modern day mores in 
a society trying to catch up to the changes 
it engenders. Lavin will be performing 
songs from her newly released album Please 
Don'/ M a le . Me Happy. 11 er charm, satirica I 
wit, and irrepressible energy are sure to be 
charming.
Lenahan has been described by critic 
John O ’Regan as “Celtic rock and rhythm 
and blues delivered with a fiery attack and 
•passionate flair. Lenahan is killer!” T o m  
Lenahan is the leader of I loboken based 
Celtic Rock n’ Blues Band.
Ifjazz isyourchoice, .\ lark 
Weinstc i n a nd I'he Croup” 
will delight you with their 
cool sounds. Weinstein has 
played with jaz/.grcatsChick 
Corea, 1 Ierbie Mann, T ito  
Puente, Maynard Ferguson, 
and L io n e l  H am pton . 
Weinstein and “T heO roup” 
will be performing acoustic 
jazz performances featuring 
(lute, guitar and bass.
A no ther  m usician to 
check out is Oliver I ,akc in a 
unique theatrical and m usi­
cal piece, I .akc showcases 
his proficiency performing 
flute and sax while leaving 
no board o f  the s tag e  
unstepped! Lake’s perfor­
mance promises style, pres­
ence, energy, and a great 
sound. Billboard Magazine
by Victoria Ca/r/es Debuting in 1988 as the first, First Night
New Years Eve, 1995. I’hish is sold in New Jersey, Montclair's First Night is
out. T h e  few remaining tickets are going the largest celebration in the state with 
for$150 plus. It’s too late to make reser- an estimated 14,000 people attending, 
vations. Do you want to stand in Limes Also, Montclair is known for supporting 
Square freezing to death watching a disco the arts.
ball slide down a pole, or see it on T V  Since 1988, eleven towns around tbc 
squashed on the couch between your state have established their own First 
mom and Aunt Mary? There is an alter- Nights. In MontclairthisyearF'irstNight 
native to your New 1 ear’s nightmare. willfcature60artistsin351ocationsaround 
First Night Montclair is a community the downtown Montclair business dis- 
cclcbration of New Year involving family trict. Paul Ellis, Executive Director, has 
and friends with entertainingartistic per- been planning!'irstNightMontclairsinee 
formances of all varieties. First Night February. He said, “ It’s hard to be a 
features music, dance, theatre, magic, and performer at f irst Night. Thecompcti-
fireworks all in walking distance of each tion is stiff.”
other for the price of $10. Mary Ann Riel, Administrative Assis-
f’irst Night Montclair is an alcohol- taut, has attended four First Nights, and 
free, family-oriented evening of arts and she said, “After the tragedy at the Post 
entcrtainmcntthatoffersanaltcrnativcto Office, the town of Montclair needs a 
traditional New Year’s eve celebrations, sense o f  community and celebration.”
Riel isalsocxcitcd b e ­
cause Stone Bridge 
International will be 
filming segements of 
First Night Montclair 
to launch a new, 50- 
minute weekly en te r ­
ta in m e n t  show on 
Shanghai Television. 
Riel has been told that, 
“ M on tc la ir ’s F irs t  
Night is a perfect oc­
casion to show C hi­
nese televison view­
ers a family-oriented 
eveningofartsand e n ­
tertainment that offers 
an alternative to tradi­
tional New Year’s eve 
celebrations.” All of 
B e i j in g  will v iew  
M ontc la ir 's  f i r s t  
Night.
I 'he quality of per­
fo rm ers  have im ­
proved over the years
Marb Weinstein performs acoustic jazz tc'i/h his flute.
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A U  b a y  & AU Mite
//y Erin Peny
I he Christmas season is upon us'oncc 
again, l ime to face the mobs at the stores 
to shop, hang colored light bulbs on a dead 
tree and spread good will to our fellow man. 
I say, “Bah Humbug!” I have not even 
begun to think about my Christmas shop­
ping; my dorm room does not allow a 
Christmas tree and to be honest I 
don’t give a shit about my fellow 
man right now.
My roommate, Agnes and I 
have been living together for 
four years, and every year we 
come to the same conclu­
sion, “Santa Sucks.” The 
closer Ch ristmas festivi­
ties creep upon the cal­
endar, the more work 
we.have to do. We 
have 80zillion finals 
and papers to take care of, before Christ­
mas and we are expected to have a holiday 
spirit?!?! Santa sucks. We don’t have time 
for wrapping paper or stocking stuffers 
although we have squeezed in a Holiday 
drink or two.
The only joy we have these days is 
spendingourtime plottingagainst the jolly 
old man and his accomplices. “We have to
stop Christmas from coming,” has be­
come the motto of our room and the 
Grinch, our hero. We have devised traps 
and fool proof methods to dispose of the 
old fooland his holiday do-gooders. Shov­
ing Santa down chimneys onto lit fires, 
hanging the reindeer in the freezer with 
care, and feeding elves to the 
hungry arctic bear, just to name 
a few. There is even a rather 
graphic method of slicing 
Santa’s, “bowl full of jelly”, 
tummy open to reveal too 
m&nv holiday Christmas 
treats. Don't worry, we'll 
get ‘cm.
So this year while you 
are out hanging mistle­
toe and garland, 
spreading your cheer, 
don’t bother to come caroling over to our 
room, we don’t want any, Santa sucks. 
And ifSanta is reading this; Don’t bother 
to visit us this year, it might be hazardous 
to your health, unless of course you have 
a few term papers in that bag full of 
presents. Life is all day & all nite, and 
mine full of holiday homicidal tenden­
cies.
Fun To Be Had Around 
And About Campus...
Thursday, December 14
Brian Catanzaro & Friends 
Student Recital 
McEachern Recital Hall - 8 
p.m.
January 5 & 6
Primordial Sound 
M editation Course 
Call 201-838-1248 
for more inform ation
Monday, December 18
Finals Begin-OH NO!!!
Tuesday, December 19
Tex & Cindy’s 
Casablanca’s 
Featured Poets, 
Artists & Musicians 
474 Garfield
Sunday, December 31
Happy New Year!
First Night Montclair-8:30 
p.m.
Call 201-744-3427 
for more inform ation
Sunday, December 17
Poetry at Babyland 
Featured Readers 
81 Avenue A betw een 
5 & 6 Streets NYC
Confused, Clueless,
Need More Information??? 
Contact Victoria & Erin 
at x5169
S u ic id a l  E x p r e s s io n s
by Jodi Ktmtel
“You must have a pure soul. Only 
when creation is wiped away can you have 
a pure soul.” This  quote sums up the 
ideology of Tom oko Chosokabe, guest 
lecturer in Thursday’s Art Forum class. 
Chosokabe introduced the class to her 
highly unusual dcconstruction-stvle art­
work and to her personal hell. I ler main 
type of artistry consists of covering large 
slabsofplasterwith modelingglue, laying 
various types of clothing onto the glue, 
and setting the whole piece on fire.
Chosokabe began her immersion into 
art and Western culture because she felt 
Japan was too structured, and longed for 
the free and open atmosphere that West­
ern ideals and philosophy promote. Art 
became the outlet for her aggression, and 
allowed her to express herself and the 
turmoil that was ripping her apart inside. 
Chosokabe hates herself. She cannot 
love herself, and wishes she could erase 
her existence. She believes there arc- 
three components to her psyehe/artistic 
self: self loathing, suicidal impulse, and a 
negative, missing element. She burns 
clothing because it is symbolic o f  herself 
burning.
I ’omoko Chosokabe read most of her
speech from a piece of paper. Though 
eye contact was minimal, her lecture was 
very personal, explaining ncr psychologi­
cally unstable obsession with suicide. I ler 
dialect was heavily influenced by her Japa­
nese heritage. I lerspecch w as also supple­
m ented by a video presentation, a slide 
show of her s tuden ts’ work, and a ques­
tion and answer session.
T h e  video, entitled “Erasures,” w hich 
featured black and white segments of the 
artist talking (in Japanese, w ith English 
subtitles) about her work and life, inter­
spersed w ith color footage of the  artist 
creating in her studio.
T h e  video began with a bang. The 
word “Erasures” appeared on the screen, 
followed by the image of flames raging, 
complete with audio. She seem ed com­
fortable when talking about herself or her 
work, and handled the questions, includ­
ing the very personal ones, with honesty 
and clarity.
T h e  lecture was received well. The 
language barrier was a definite obstacle, 
but her openness and honesty seem ed to 
make up for it. An improvement could be 
m ade with her eye contact, but Tom oko 
Chosokabe was interestingand worth see-
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Rave Reviews for The Rush Limbaugh Show
by Joseph and Jean-Marie Paternoster
“Tell them  that they arc very gutsy for 
letting you  w rite .” T h i s  was Rush 
Limbaugh’s response w hen he was told 
that we were writing a review of his show 
for the Montc/arion Arts section.
On 'Tuesday night we attended a tap­
ing of the Rush Limbaugh Show. We 
were accompanied by Montc/arion edito­
rial writer Eric Wright and M SI I Political 
Science professor l)r. Batkay.
Whilewe were on line waiting to enter 
the studio, the anticipation was incred­
ible. The crowd was a conservative’s 
dream. T h e  word “liberal” was bandied 
about in terms that would have made 
NcwtGingrich proud. Afterwaidngabout 
Italian hourand passing through the metal 
detector (which picked up everything 
from keys to gum wrappers) we entered 
the studio.
The best way to describe the stage is to 
say that it is like a Shrine o f l.i/nbangh. 
Anythingand everything that Rush's face 
has appeared on was hung up around the 
stage. T o  us, it seemed to be a lot bigger 
than it looked on television, and it was 
decked out for the holiday season.
The first person to greet us was kit 
( Parson, R ush’s chief of staff. I Ic poured
Mr. Limhaugh's Coke and began to brief 
us on the rules of the show: only books 
will he signed (as opposed to signing body 
parts), there is no shaking Rush’s hand 
(since he 
m i g h t 
catc
cold), and 
t a k i n g  
p ic tu re s  
prior to 
the  tap­
ing of the 
show  is 
not per­
m i t t e d .
“ I f 
there’s a 
c a m e r a 
a n y - 
where in 
t h i s  
building,
The Great 
O n e  (he 
made me say that) will find it,” Mr. Carson 
commented.
Next up was Rush’s radio talk show 
scrccnerBoSncrdly. Bo opened the floor 
foraudicncc questions. Aftera few ques­
tions, he began to announce all of  Rush’s 
accomplishments: “Over# million books 
in print, the most successful political news­
letter in the country, and the most lis­
tened  to 
show s ince  
the invention 
of rad io  -  
R u s h 
Limbaugh!” 
T h e  audi­
ence gave 
Rush a very 
longstanding 
ovation. Af­
ter they  
c a I m e d 
down, he be­
gan to ask 
where every­
body was 
from, and fol­
lowed this 
with a long Q & A 
session. After tak­
ing a list of questions from one particu­
larly annoying woman. Rush commented 
that speaking to her proved that he obvi­
ously can handle strong women, since he 
was “dealing with her.” We were in­
formed that, unlike other talk shows, there 
would be no signs prompting applause, 
since the audience is “intelligent people 
who will laugh if something is funny.” 
The show had its usual conservative 
slant on humour. Rush poke fun at the 
liberals using their own words and ad­
dressed the issue of Whitewater. I Ie 
ended the show by reading a news story 
about a postal worker in Denver who 
entered work in a dress and gorilla mask, 
with “a sexual device strapped on.” Rush 
mused that this man may have been d e ­
ranged or just, “ impersonating Patsy 
Schroeder,” a retiring liberal Democrat 
senator from Colorado.
All in all, it was a lot of fun (except for 
Dr. Batkav’s constant whining about the 
cold.) We give The Rush Limbaugh 
Show five stars on a four star scale. Even 
liberals would have a good time, because 
Rush’s mixture of facts with fun are un­
paralleled -  and just plain funny. W e’ll 
leave you with Mr. Limhaugh’s Christ­
mas w ish: “ I hope you get every material 
thing you want for Christmas.”
Merry Christmas & Happy 
New Year from the Arts 
Section!
The Co userai fives ' co merli an cf Liberals' nemesis, Rush
t
attention
• complimentary refreshments
I
Transportation is Ruailabte for Groups of 20 or more!
S h o w for FREE tickets 
please call:
It's ttie most fun you can 
have with your dothes on!
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A Dark Day for the First
Maybe it’s Rita Bronnenkrant’s fault. The volume of students in the labs is at an 
all time high. They are exposing themselves to a world of information via the 
internet. They are clogging up the printers with hard copy of their e-mail in hand, 
and taking up an unreasonable amount of bandwith downloading giant pictures of 
Japanimation.But there are those who would limit otir freedom to access this infor­
mation.
In Washington, the conference committee approved tough sanctions against 
obscenity and indecent material, indicating that the House and Senate might be 
close to imposing their will on the internet and World Wide Web. In their mad 
crusade for family values and to protect children, our representatives are willing to 
trample over the very same hirst Amendment that they take out and parade around 
in their struggle for school prayer.
Fortunately, the administrators of MSI I haven't caught the censorial fever of our 
legislators. Our internet access is untrammeled by university administrators trying 
to limit our participation on the global information superhighway. We admire their
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decision, and hope that their hands-off attitude will remain so in the coming days.
However, these freedoms require individual responsibility. We are free to look at 
and read whatever we choose, as long as we are not offending our neighbors. Just 
because we can view images of a nude Anna Nicole Smith in the labs does not 
mean that we should. The Ncwtoids are rightabout less governmental interven­
tion, but they seemed to forget about this part of their Contract in their/cal to* 
restrict others’ h irst Amendment rights.
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Native American
by Josef)// Priten/oster
Last Monday the First o f  the President's 20,000 Ameri­
can troops arrived in Bosnia. According to the President 
they arc on a “peace keeping mission,” although no 
peace agreement had been signed. T h e  President states 
that there is no “shooting war” in Bosnia, but widespread 
arson and looting continues. We are told by the Admin­
istration that we are wanted in Bosnia, but last week the 
American flag was stom ped on by Serbs. Yet we are 
expected to believe Mr. Clinton and support his deci­
sion.
I ,ast week thousands of Serbs gathered outside their 
statchousc to protest the arrival of L S  troops in Bosnia. 
They attempted to burn the American flag and after it 
wouldn’t light, they threw it on the ground and trod on 
it. W hen asked about this on 60Minutes, the President 
responded that, “the people are worried that the Bosnian 
government will not protect their civil rights, because of 
past agreements that have been made.” But this does 
not explain why they were attempting to burn an Ameri- 
C(in flag.
Bosnian Croats are withdrawing from Serbian territo­
ries, as the peace accord calls for. But in the process they 
are burning and looting houses, and may be laying 
additional landmines in the process. While this has been 
taking place, the United Nations peaeekeepingforce has 
stood by helplessly, limited by its own mandate. T h e  
Croatian forces have barred the UN from even entering 
the area. Trucks full of Bosnian soldiers will go into a 
house and loot it, and then another team will enter and 
burn the house to the ground. The U N  fears that there 
will be more destruction to follow. T h e  President’s 
response is that there is no “shooting war.”
And what of the peace agreement that is to be signed 
today? According to the  document, Bosnia will be 
divided into two areas, with the first to be called the 
Federation of Muslims and Croats, which will be 51% of 
the territory. The Serb Republic will occupy the remain- 
ing49% of land. There will be three presidents, one from 
each group. Two thirds of the Parliament will be made
Clinton redefines 
war for the U.S.
up from the Muslim-Croat Federation, and the remain­
ing one-third will come from the Serbs. The three 
armies will be combined into one army. This ridiculous 
idea is being rejected by the Serbs, as one would expect.
The President, though, contends that all is well. I le 
says that we must “give peace a chance” as the song 
states. But are these people ready for peace? I lie Serbs 
have stated that they will continue to fight, unless the 
agreement isamended to fit their needs. Islamic fighters 
who support the Muslims, view the Americans as the 
enemy, and have stated that they are willing to «.lie for 
their cause. And Russia is still supporting the Serbs.
The President wants us to “redefine” words like 
“war” and “peace” to fit his definitions. Just as a 
spending increase (by Republicans) is called a “cut”. 
Apparently “peace” w ill be defined as looting and the 
burning of homes, “war” will be declared only if there is 
shooting, and “soldier” will mean peacekeeper. Of 
course, maybe we should take this idea seriously, afterall 
Bill Clinton has redefined “president” to mean a draft 
dodging, pot smoking, adulterous, lying liberal pig.
The President will not be going to Bosnia for Christ­
mas because, according to A1 Gore, “he wouldn’t want to 
interfere with the speedy and safe deployment of troops.” 
So, on Christmas day the President will be sitting with 
his family and catingdinner, while American soldiers are 
performing a task that lie felt was beneath him when he 
was called to duty by his country. I le has vowed that if 
one of them, God forbid, should die, he will take “full 
responsibility” from his home. Bill Clinton still has to 
prove himself trustworthy to the American people on 
any topic, and is evading the truth in Bosnia. T h e  Serbs 
do not want the peace agreement and have pledged to 
fight against it. When asked about the possibility of 
losing the presidency if an American soldier is killed, the 
President responded that he would “rather be right than 
President,” even if that means losing American lives. 
Yet we are to believe the President and support his 
decision.
r~
\
Hie Examined 
Life
by Jean-. Marie Navetta \
IgU- yJBr
Thank God it's
over...maybe
Barring the term papers that remain untyped, the 
independent study never finished, the presentations 
yet to be made, and the assignments long past due 
that need to be completed and actually given to the 
professor, the semester is over. And, as usual, I’m 
exhausted. And, as usual, I want to go home.
But I can’t resist that “cnd-of-the-scmscstcr-cvalu- 
ation” that I love to do. The chance to proverbially 
“put it all into perspective,” and only hope that the 
perspective I end up with is the most constructive 
possible. Being here at the . Montc/arionfwcs me more 
things to cram into this great perspective than a lot of 
people, since it seems that when anything happens on 
this campus, be it a new security system or one in the 
endless list of complaints about the Blanton I Iall 
food, I’m here to hear it. And I 'm somehow supposed 
to assimilate all this into a weekly section.
It hasn’t been easy, and at times it wasn’t even fun. 
Sometimes its hard to accept when the six pages that 
I’ve stared at from Monday to Wednesday is labeled 
as “racist.” Or when instead of two pages of letters 
from concerned, upset, and generally agitated stu­
dents and faculty, I only find a half page - or even 
worse, no pages at all. But in the end, Thursday 
afternoons are a wonderful time when everyone who 
worked on the paper, from the writers to the editors 
and all in-between (including the people who bring 
me coffee at 12:30 a.m. and walk me home at 2 a.m.) 
can look at the final product and really feel that we've 
done some sort of service to MSI:.
People continue to say that the students here are 
apathetic. From where 1 sit (I guess that perspective 
that people always allude to) it isn’t that way at all. 
From racism to homophobia, bad food to Bosnia, we 
have seen and heard it all this semester. And I 
completely expect to see the same feedback (and 
hopefully more) next semester.
Everyone here in the Montc/anon office looks 
tired. I guess that they look exactly like what a group 
of students who have spent the majority of their 
semester in this basement officc/homc should look 
like about now. But it is a good tired, and, at least for 
me, a very satisfied one. Our I lumour editor, John J. 
just told me that my final column of the semester is 
bound to look like some relative of the infamous 
V ictoria I ,oscs Her Mind. Maybe. I’m trying to keep 
myself together just long enough to send out my 
holiday wishes, and keep them  as unoffensivc as 
possible, something not necessarily characteristic of 
the Editorial page. (But that's the way it should be.)
Thanks to all of my cvcr-faithful w riters for an­
other wonderful semester. Good luck and all that 
liberal stuff to Frank Flcischman, the Editorial 
section’s liberal -  w ithout him, w e’re going to have to 
find someone else to keep these conservatives in 
check! I lolidav wishes to all of the staffers here at the 
paper, and thanks to the people who put up with our 
Monday to Wednesday lifestyles (my parents in­
cluded.) I lappx holidays and best wishes in the new 
year to all of the Montc/anon readers. Thank you tor 
making this a fantastic semester for me. Now I too 
can go and lose my mind and discover that holiday 
spirit that everyone outside of the office has told me 
so much about. I lappy holidays!
Editor's note: Due to a technical difficulty, the main 
editorialfr on/ the Decern bn  • 7, /  905 issue o f the. Montdarion 
did not appear in its entirety. The following is the text as it 
should have appeared last areek.
___________________ I____________- T---------- !5S
We're trying to work here
It’s happened to all o f  us. NVe’ve gone to one of the 
many computer labs on campus, trying to find a com­
puter to type a paper on, and they’re all being used or 
are broken. There isn’t much to complain about the 
broken ones, save for asking that they get repaired 
faster. But there is something to complain about 
concerning the ones in use, or at least the people using 
them.
’The computers are there for academic purposes, 
but this fact seems to escape those people w e see who 
sit there socializing or playing games w ith them  as we 
patiently wait for our turn. 'There’s no reason for a 
student with homework to have to wait for somebody 
to finish a interminable num ber of hands of solitaire.
'The World Wide Web is an amazing resource of 
information from around the world, from antimatter to 
zoology, with text and sound and full color pictures for 
anyone’s use. It is also a giant warehouse of games, 
stories, news, cartoons, and other interesting diver­
sions. But a student looking for medical data from 
Bolivia finds that the system is slowed down because 
someone dow nloading images from 1 lustier Online is 
taking up an unreasonable amount of bandwith.
I low many times have we been hard at work on our 
homework a the computer and the person next to us 
was reading “'The Brady Family Orgy” while the 
waiting line stretched out the door? Or the printer 
couldn’t get to our essay because it was too busy 
printing out the entire year’s N H L  schedule? Or 
watched from the line as two people who could have 
easily had the same conversation outside the lab de­
cided to have it via endless e-mail transactions?
There are two kinds of uses for the computers: 
academic and recreational. Both are fine as long as 
there is no one waiting to do their work. But if there is 
a line, please respect other students who need the 
computers to do serious work.
MONTCLARION
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F rom the
Left V ¿L JjL :
by brank b/risr/nnan III
A columnist's last chance to "comfort 
the afflicted, afflict the comfortable"
Change is one of the only absolutes in life I recognize. 
Nothing ever remains the same. This is true of philoso­
phies, institutions, the natural world, and people. Some 
may view' this as a reluctant admission that I have 
changed. Ofcourse I have. Any person who goes through 
life and doesn’t change doesn’t deserve to be called 
human. Yes, I have changed, but my fundamental phi­
losophy is what philosopher Bertrand Russell called 
“empiricist liberalism.”
Kmpirieist liberals ignore dogmas, do not submit to 
any authority except their own critical intelligence. The 
Kmpirieist liberal demands scientific evidence for the 
endorsement ordisapproval ofauthority, while demand- 
inghuman happiness, no matterw hat political party is in 
power or w-hat public opinion may say at any given time. 
Kmpirieist liberal beliefs are wholehearted and open, 
not apologetic or subservient to the dogmatisms of the 
right or left, but arc committed to tbc value of liberty, 
scientific freedom, and moral plurality.
Can such a description be made to fit the zealous, the 
book-burning, fundamentalists of religion, or the Ylarx- 
ist-l /eninist hardliner? No, because these different people 
have one thing in common: they claim to have a mo­
nopoly on Truth, and they see their duty as self-ap­
pointed prophets is to force others to believe in the Truth 
as they see it.
To counterbalance this, it is necessary to adopt a sort 
of political agnosticism. Like folk singer Pete Seeger 
once said, “ Truth is a rabbit in a bramble patch: you run 
around it and say that it’s in there somewhere.” I came 
upon this quote a few weeks ago, and it reminded me of 
an idea that I had long ago abandoned for a simplistic, 
ideological view of life: that life is complex, that eternal 
Truth is not easily reached, and that one person docs not 
have all the answers.
What arc needed more than anything in this world,are 
new ideas and new solutions to problems. It does a great 
disservice to humanity and all of Karth’s inhabitants to 
cling to old solutions and shout meaningless slogans. It 
is time for all of us to admit that we never have all of the 
answers and that what holds true today may be com­
pletely disproven tomorrow . This world doesn’t stand 
still. \Yc shouldn't act as if it does.
There is a great deal of things for liberals of all stripes 
to do. Our liberties, our promises of equality, arc under 
attack. Ideological feminists would like to gut the first 
Amendment because it protects speech that may be 
sexually explicit or sexist, fundamentalists like Jerry 
T alwell, Pat Robertson, and Donald W’ildmon would
like to replace tbc Constitution with the Bible. Militant 
pro-lifers like Randy Terry would have us believe that 
killing doctors who perform abortions is C od 's  will. 
Militant secularists would like nothing more but to 
exclude any mention of any religion, like the school 
board in Palo Alto, CA, last year when they forbade any 
I lallowecn activities.
One of the issues that conservatives have gotten all 
liberals by the collar on is the idea of values. It is true that 
we liberals m ust defend the values of respect, fairness, 
liberty, diversity, rationality, which arc liberal values, 
against the forces of parochialism, nationalism, irratio­
nalism, and pessimism that pervade our world today.
As Kmpiricistl liberals, we must not be afraid to 
change, just as we shouldn’t submit our critical intelli­
gences to a “higher” authority such as government, 
church, or a God who may not even exist.
It is our responsibility to stand on our own two feet 
and look critically at this world that wc have found 
ourselves in, both the good and the bad, the beautiful 
and the ugly. We must see the world as it is and not be 
cowed into submission by it. We must conquer the 
world with our human intelligence and not be subdued 
by its horrors. T o  be rendered m eek by superstition, by 
pessimism, or by inflexible religious beliefs is to do a 
great disserv ice to free persons.
Wc ought to make the best we can of this world, and 
if it is not as good as w c wish it were, w c have incentive 
to work to change it.
This world needs know ledge, kindness, and cour­
age. This world doesn’t need a longing for the past, nor 
does it need to be hampered by intellectual chains on 
the mind, forged and tempered by ignorance and irratio­
nality. What our world needs is hope and progress, not a 
fondness for a past that is now gone, but a longing for the 
future that only the power of human intellect can bring 
forth.
Therefore, it is liberalism’s challenge to defend free 
expression, no matter what is expressed, unless it inter­
feres with the freedom of others.
We need to defend the rights of all. Whether they be 
political dissidents who hold an unpopular view, or 
those accused of horrible crimes, it is necessary to 
defend the rights of these people because that’s what 
democracy is all about.
11 is also imperative that Kmpirieist liberals help bring 
to the fore recognition of “them .” We must be in the 
forefront ofehampioninggay and lesbian rights, just like 
we did with those of African-Americans not so long ago.
Because “certainty” has reigned in the minds of so 
many, people have begun to believe that the world is in 
fact quite figuratively “black and white,” right and 
w rong, good and evi 1, God versus the devi I, and us versus 
them.
This must end. This is not to say that there aren't any 
evil individuals or institutions in this world. 'There are, 
and they must be resisted. Yet, political posturingmakes 
more of things that have no true significance. Individual 
rights and freedoms m ust be protected, not just financial 
liberty, but moral liberty as well.
Liberalism is not borne of certain ty; actually, 
liberalism’s detractors have shown it as a weakness. 
T h a t ’s isn’t exactly true. Liberals have a hard time 
believing in absolutes because, in the true vein of agnos­
ticism, they know that they have no monopoly on Truth.
It is the duty of empiricist liberals to throw off the 
shackles of dogma and certainty, to defend  the rights of 
the oppressed, the disenfranchised, those who aren’t 
given a fair shake. The motto of the empiricist liberal 
should be, “comfort the afflicted, afflict the comfort­
able.”
I wanted to take this opportunity to thank all of those 
who have been with me these past two years.
I thank, first and foremost, my family, for being so 
supportive.
Secondly, I thank my future wife, Garmela, for listen­
ing to me argue and putting up with controversy and my 
small faults.
Thanks to my former editor at Worrall Community 
Newspapers, Russell Roemmelc, who passed away a 
young 65. Thank you for believing in my ability to write 
and nourishing it enough to make me a full-time re­
porter. I continue to miss you.
Thanks to Montrlanon staffers, past and present, 
especially Jean-Marie Navetta, Anthony R. O ’Donnell, 
Kevin Colligan, and yes, even Ron Albanesc, and to my 
friends, who were also my political opponents: Joe Pater­
noster, Mike Rubino, Kric Wright, and GeorgeCallc, as 
well as countless others. _ •
I thank my professors, particularly Dr. Batkay, Dr. 
Casilly, Dr. I’urr, Dr.Sotillo, Dr. I larrison. Dr.Agycman, 
and Dr. Nichols.
Last, but certainly not least, my loyal readers. The 
absolute best you can do, if you arc a liberal and proud of 
it, is to start your ow n column at this newspaper, to 
prevent its total conserv atization. Keep the beliefgoing, 
fellows. I lore’s a man who continues to cheer you on. 
even after he graduates.
Final exams and holiday madnessCollege at Thirty-something
by Angela Da ¡do nr
I’ve decided to hang tinsel in my car 
this holiday season. That w ay, I won’t 
feci like I’m totally missing the w onder­
ful spirit of  this time of year. Please 
understand, I’m not a Scrooge; I’m a 
college student. And that would cer­
tainly be enough to keep me busy, as we 
all know . But thcre’smore: 1 workapart- 
time job in the mornings, am trying to 
run a small business from my home, and 
I have two tccnaged children.
I love being back in school. When I 
took one class this past spring I felt it 
wasn’t enough. This semester, I e n ­
rolled in four classes. What was I think­
ing? I expected and eagerly anticipated a 
challenge. It d idn ’t occur to me that 1 
would have to dust the cobw ebs out and 
jump start my brain. I thought the meno­
pausal symptoms of mid-terms would go 
away by now, but they’ve returned in 
fuller force than before. finals are com­
ing. These exams, papers, and end of 
term presentations combined with the 
the holiday madness has produced one 
lethal concoction. If 1 could bottle it, I 
could make one hell of an eggnog. My 
seasonal spirit hasn’t been dampened, 
though.
I’m wondering-will 1 be able to order
my Christmas gifts through campus Is­
mail? Do you think my literature profes­
sor w ill mind if I w rite my final thesis 
paper on what I’d like to serve for Christ­
mas dinner? I will include didactic cook­
book notations and document them accu­
rately, ofcourse.
I hope my children -  my very patient 
son and daughter -  w ill realize that their 
mother w ill soon return from the abyss, 
emerging, no doubt, with tinsel in her 
hair, bearing gifts of IOlJ’s scaled with 
kisses. I pray they will know.aswellasthe 
o ther loved ones in my life, how impor­
tant they are and how proud of them I am
every'single day. 1 love them  beyond any 
words I can save on disk, even though, 
unfortunately, I haven’t slowed down 
long enough to tell them.
'The semester will be over soon; my 
word processor will get a well-deserved 
rest. I ’m looking forward to thumbing 
through my back issues of Cosmopolitan 
to see if my October horoscope came 
true. Maybe I’ll watch the World Series 
tapes on Christmas live, set to back­
ground music of Silent Night. Who is 
George Bailey pitching for this year?
Despite the madness, maybe it is a 
wonderful life after all. I hippy holidays.
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Instant Karma
by Moses Stickowifz
Bubbles, pinballs, 
and Nerfballs
'There's no discussion. It’s ova. Wc now speed 
relentlessly toward 2000. I thought I might sum 
things up for Instant Karma ‘95, and offer a perspec­
tive to think about between semesters.
We have all followed the debate between abso­
lute truths and relativism. Those living in an intel­
lectual bubble must come to realize that there are 
other bubbles, and each bubble also claims that its 
knowledge is absolute and the only truth. Perhaps 
we should not think of them  as bubbles, but rather 
as pinballs, constantly rolling around and knocking 
each other about. Notice tbc voices always rising 
when discussing their views from their pinballs. As 
students, it is easy to forge tour goals and aspirations, 
especially when we are confused by the narrow 
agendas generated by incomplete political ideolo­
gies, self-righteous alienating religions and other 
exclusive groups. Wc must try fora slow and careful 
approach to today’s problems; only then can they be 
solved.
/\s students, many of us today feel discontented 
with the state of the government, international 
dilemmas, and our own situation entering the job 
market. But we must counter our uneasiness by 
realizing our luck and good fortune; namely, we are 
in college. Don’t we all sometimes forget this? For 
all of its strangeness and hypocrisy, it provides us 
with time to ponder our possible directions in life; in 
fact, just by being here wc have a choice. We can 
choose our direction and not be stuck in a job wc 
don’t love. We can look into other people's pinballs. 
Wc constantly take for granted these reasons of why 
we are here and underestimate our faculty and 
administrators. Wccan write fora newspaper, put on 
concerts, plays, d.j. on the radio, and participate in 
other activities that would be less available to us in 
the “real world.” More importantly, we have the 
opportunity to study and pursue those areas of our 
passions. Students complain constantly about ev­
erything: the food, the RA’s, classes, girls, boys, frats 
and sororities, the SGA, and parking -  while we 
forget our goals. Actually, our world and our future 
is changing as we speak.
This  holiday wc can be thankful that America 
took the responsibility to support the peace agree­
ment in Bosnia. If not only for its humanitarian 
purpose, ourconscienccscan be eased knowing that 
our country will help put genocide, war, and the 
production of orphans to an end. It is unfortunate 
that this is not the main activity of America, but this 
is a start.
As students we can look forward to all the won­
derful and joyous things that await us in the next four 
years leading up to the millenium. We must recog­
nize our situation not as Irish-Amcricans, LASO, 
Asian-Students Association, OSAU,Chi Alpha, Jew­
ish S tudent Union, Philosophy majors or Physical 
Hducation majors, but as students living in America. 
We can’t ignore the benefits of these bu t wc can’t 
allow' them  to be all-encompassing. Until wc get 
past this, we will always be divided. We should not 
be pinballs, but Nerfballs. Better yet, humans. Only 
then can wc explore the fruits of unity and persever­
ance.
Apologist
by Nelson AI on so
Over the past few decades, computer technology has 
made enormous strides. 'There is something almost 
frightening about the pace of development. Already, 
computers are able to perform numerous tasks that had 
previously been within the exclusive province of human 
thinking, with a speed and accuracy which can outstrip 
anything that a human being can achieve. I lowcvcr, 
with any broad-ranging technology, it is likely that there 
are dangers as well as benefits. In addition to the evident 
advantages that computers provide, there are also many 
potential threats to our society inherent in computers.
One of the main problems is the extraordinary com­
plexity that computers present us with, so that there is 
no chance that any individual human being can under­
stand their full consequences. It is not just a matter of 
computer technology, but also of the global communi­
cation that links computers to each other completely 
around the planet. We see something of the problems 
that can arise in the unstable way that the stock market 
behaves, where transactions are performed almost in­
stantaneously on the basis of world-wide computer 
predictions. I lere the problem is not with the indi­
vidual, but rather with an instability and unfairness in a 
system which is geared to enabling individuals to make 
instantaneous fortunes simply by out-computing or 
outguessing their competitors.
R u b in o
by Michael Rubino
1 ,ast week, a deranged homeless man attacked a six- 
year-old girl on a subway train in Manhattan, plunging a 
hypodermic needle into her leg. Colletc I ,opez and her 
family must now hope and pray that there was no 
transmission of disease during the vicious incident. The 
maniac has since been identified, but 1 will simply refer 
to him as “Skunk.”
F.vcryone is sympathetic towards little Colletc. After 
all, she was simply minding her own business while 
spending an afternoon with her family. But now w hat? 
What happens to the Skunk? What happens to this 
lunatic w ho possesses a criminal record that dates back to 
the 1%0’s, including charges of disorderly conduct, 
burglary, and assault? What happens to the Skunk who 
has bounced in and out of mental institutions and made 
three escapes from the Rochester Psychiatric Center?
Maybe you’re thinking, “I don’t care what happens to 
the Skunk.” Well maybe you should care. The phrase 
“ 1 don’t care” usually connotes indifference, or of look­
ing the other way. Before the Skunk’s last escape, he had 
been judged as a threat to himself and others. The 
mental health office, after his last escape, officially listed 
him as “discharged.”
Since his arrest, the Skunk has taken to fits of rage. I le 
has picked fights w ith other prisoners and bad to be 
subdued during his arraignment by correction officers. 
The Skunk was even drinking cupfuls of toilet water. 
Despite all of this, the law took -  and continues to take 
-  the side of the Skunk. In 1987, burglary and criminal
Computers pose 
a threat to ethics
Some computer buffs might believe that it may not be 
so serious a problem, if in the future, the interconnected 
system gets so complicated that it is beyond human 
comprehension. Such people might have faith in the 
prospect thatevcntually the computers themselves w ould 
acquire the necessary understandingof the system. But 
understanding is not aqualitv that computers are capable 
of, so there can be no chance of relief from that quarter.
There are additional problems w hich result simply 
from the fact that advances in technology are very rapid, 
so that a computer system can become obsolete soon 
after it has appeared on the market. The resulting 
requirements of continual upgrading, and of release of 
systems that are often not adequately tested because of 
competition pressure, will surely get worse in the future.
The profound problems that w e are beginning to face 
in the new technology of the computer-aided world and 
the speed of the pace of change are all too much. Issues 
such as personal privacy, industrial espionage, and com­
puter sabotage are among the things that come to mind. 
Wc are on the verge of letting technology control us 
rather than us controlling technology. I am arguing for a 
system of ethics to be placed in computer technology. 11 
is also interesting and important to note that this system 
cannot be relativistic in order for it to work and not 
overw helm us.
ACLU defends the 
criminals, not victims
mischiefcharges against him were dismissed because he 
was found unfit to stand trial. Now, attempts byCollctc’s 
family to have him tested for the 11IV virus have been 
denied.
It is fair and logical to deduce that the hypodermic 
needle that was used by the Skunk may contain the IIIV 
virus or hepatitis. Colletc’s family has a right to know 
cverythingabout him, so that they may decide the action 
to take in response to the Skunk’s test results.
Kilter the American Civil I ubertics l n ion , who uses 
the Skunk’s mental illness to protect//« rights. When an 
officer suspects alcohol consumption in a driver, a 
breathalizer is used to detect the amount of alcohol 
found. When a person is bitten by a wild animal, rabies 
shots are given as a precautionary remedy. So why does 
the ACLU consider it outrageous that the Skunk should 
be tested for the 111\ virus?
Protecting the criminal seems to be the norm for the 
AC I T .  It is indefensible for the ACLl ’ to intervene on 
the side of the Skunk. I low is it considered noble and 
humane to protect the rights of the perpetrator and 
thwart the angry mob?
A precedent should be set. The Skunk needs to be 
punished immediately and severely. We will not begin 
to reduce serious crimes in this country until we give 
priority to the victim instead of bleeding-heart hyper­
sensitivity for the perpetrator.
The Skunk is clearly a menace to society. Just ask 
little Colletc Lopez.
$ & $
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From the Montelarion Editorial Section-
Jean-Marie, Dai, Joe, Mike, frank, Nelson, Moses, Angela, Eric, and Matt
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"HEY! I DON'T 
WANT TO RE­
TIRE!!! LET ME 
STAY, DAMNIT! 
BILL,GETYOUR 
BUTT OFF OF 
THE CHAISE 
LOUNGE AND 
DRAWME!!!"
H u m o u r
•
Mister Boffo by Joe Martin
MISTER BOFFO1 by Joe Martin
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Yuletide Puzzle Cheer -  O I L
ACROSS 53 Submarine 94 Morning 2 Ready lor 36 Off-the-wall 82 Porthos’ pal
1 Jupiter’s alias Under scrape? business 37 Mecca men 84 Unsaid ol
S Ontario, 55 In front 95 Took in a taco 3 Apt anagram 38 Pallid basketball
lor one 58 Mature 96 "Islands in the of"vote" 39 Boat bottom 8S Granola or
9 Rope liber 59 Shaped like ( 83 hit) 4 Narcissus' 41 Zhivago's oatmeal
13 Stowe sight Humpty 99 Immoral nymph portrayer 87 "-People"
19 Crude cartel 61 Part 2 ol 101 Sign ol the 5 Summer 42 Forum (’92 film)
20 Author remark future refreshment tashions 88 Irene Cara
Murdoch 63 Sought office 102 Push a 6 Supplied with 44 Like some hit
21 Skater 64 OHend product Stens stockings 89 Pizzeria
Paulsen 65 React to 104 Hair dye 7 Ukraine's 45 Second fixture
22 Plain Frankie? 105 Poem ol capital largest planet 90 Flat rato
23 One ol the 66 Desert praise 8 To be, to 46 Addison's 97 Delights
Marches refuge 106 Give in Trajan partner 98 Art subject
24 Fr. matrons 68 Actress 108 Atmosphere 9 Emperor 49 Synthetic 100 Acted like
25 — facto Linda 110 Jejune Selassie fabric Hercules
26 Persians, al 69 Supor, lor In ju s tice  Fortas 10 Runs out 51 Chop (oft) 103 Permissible
present short 113 End of 11 Pigsty 54 Gets a galley 105 Animated
27 Start ol a 72 Heir, oflen remark 12 Agatha going Olive
remark by 73 Part 3 of 121 Courageous Christie’s 56 United 107 Emulate
John Yeck remark 123 Oodles tone 57 Sharpshooter Betsy Ross
31 Paw part 74 Hall a 124 —about 13 Kind ol 60 Hotshot 109 Robert Ruark
32 — cocktail (approxi­ cuisine 62 'D a -R o n novel
Freischutz" 77 Benz mately) 14 Actor Ron" (song) 111 Tricks
33 Apollo's mom Chaser? 125 Flicka's loot Buchholz 67 Farm 112 Battery part
34 Boxer 78 Devour 127 Go limp 15 Explosive buildings 113 Noun suffix
Charles Dostoyevsky 128 "Rule 16 Jocular Jay 69 Scrap 114 Handy bit ot
3« •Wanted’ - 80 Prepare fo Britannia” 17 Elm City 70 Fill with lizz Latin
poster propose composer collegian 71 Monkey 115 Time past
acronym 01 Latin dance 129 Big vein 18 Cobb and house? 116 Ms. Montez
40 Senator 83 Tell s missile 130 Memo start Hardin 73 Like a llama 117 Handle
Kefauvcr 85 Heel 131 Scribe's tool 28 Educ. network 74 Ghost-singer 118 Carnival ride
43 A bad figure? 86 Part 4 ol 132 Meadowlands 29 Vitamin bottle Nixon 119 Sharpen a
47 Inventive remark 133 Confined to a abbr. 75 Singer Grant skill
sort? 91 Chili con — cot 30 Junior size 78 Wading bird 120 English city
48 Celtic 92 Poetic 134 Pedigreed 34 Maxwell or 79 Oxlord bigwig 121 Greek
50 Make a pile preposition pup Martinelli 80 Ms. Silkwood consonants
52 Singer 93 German steel DOWN 35 Utah National 81 Actor 122 Tiny colonist
Benatar center 1 Chore Park Gutienberg 126 Charge
A nswers a re  page 2 2 . D o n 't  look  at  t h e m
if you  a r e n 't  fin ish e d ; Sa n ta  will give you
A LUMP OF COAL, AND A BUMP ON THE HEAD.
H U R T O K H D A X U o P N K
H E B Y H V S P M J L E H E D
B Y V T Q G N O P M A L L E I
G D B Y W R I T R N R P E D M
K I F !£ o C O N U J ) 1 E S D U B
Y W U c s Q O T D O N K D R F
M K I F D B z A O I I X A C W
U S Q O N L J H L M M F L N D
C A Y W V T s Q 1 P E L A H S
N L K 1 H F E C V B Z Y S W V
U S R Q P N M L E L A H w J I
Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in 
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and 
diagonally.
C o a l Fu e l
C o c o n u t  L a m p
C o rn  L in s e e d
C ru d e  M id n ig h t
M in e ra l S a la d
M o to r S h a le
O liv e  S n a k e
P e a n u t
by Rich Rahm
Hangouts
Directions: Name the TV shows in which these hangouts appear, then  w ell meet at Frank's Place for a delicious
slah nf nip.
1. T he Peach Pit
2. Pizza Bowl
3. Regal Beagle
4. A rno ld ’s
5. C en tra l Perk
6. Phil’s Place
7. Riff’s
8. T he  Brick
9. Rob’s
10. H ooper’s S to re
11. Kelsey’s
12. M oe’s
13. M onk’s
14. M ario’s
15. T he  M inute  M an Cafe
16. Pops' C h o k lit Shoppe
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A l I III. END OF EVERY SEMESTER OF MY LIFE, I AM FORCED TO  ADD MORE STUFF TO: |By J o H N J. O'SULLIVAN
THE LIST OF THINGS THAT PISS ME OFF!!!
I. "STORE-BRAND" POP-TARTS 
Pop-Tart (¡iiy : Today wc secretly re­
placed John 's normal genuine brand of Pop 
Tarts with our “ Lame Ass Toaster Pastries” 
Let's sec what happens.
Me: Hmm. Do dec do. What do I want for 
breakfast! Oatmeal? No. Toast? No. 
Kelp? No. (light-bulb appears above my 
head) I KNOW! I want a Pop Tart! (I take 
out the Lame Ass Toaster Pastry, and stick 
it in the toaster) Mmm. that smells good.
(Crunch) Wait, where's the filling? It has 
to be here someplace. (Crunch) There’s still 
no filling? (Crunch, crunch, crunch) 
W H ERE'S THE DAMN FILLING???” 
Pop T a r t  Guy: Heh hch hch, well, we 
replaced your normal Pop-Tarts with our 
own brand of “Lame Ass Toaster Pastries” 
Me: WHAT?? WHERE THE HELL ARE 
MY BRAND?
Pop T a r t Guys Well, we ate them.
Me: W ho the hell is “we”?
T h e  T ale of t h e  C hristm as  A ngel
by E d  P i a n n  fry
Humbug. Christmas is h e re  and 
I’m a lre ad y  in a bad m ood . My 
family go t its tree. T h is  m eans 
they a re  ce lebra ting  aga in .  The 
only th in g  I like about th e  Christ­
mas t r e e  is the  angel. T h e  fol­
lowing is th e  story o f  how  the 
angel becam e  the o rn a m e n t  that 
gets p u t  on  top of the  tree .  
Before I s ta r t  though , I would 
like to say  th a t  I know  a lot of 
people p u t  a star on top  of the 
tree, b u t  m y  family h a s  p u t  the 
angel u p  th e r e  for genera tions .  I 
think th e  s to re s  were all o u t  of 
stars w h e n  m y ancient a nces to rs  
went C h r is tm as  tree shopp ing . 
Then again, they were cave people 
and th e y  th o u g h t  s t a r s  were 
ghosts a n d  stuff. I’m shocked  
they even  knew  about Christm as. 
Did y o u  e v e r  see the F linstones 
C hristm as Special. N e i th e r  did 
I, but I h e a r d  about it. T h e y  were 
cave dw elle rs  too, anci th e  were 
a round  well before th is  Jesus 
guy. Plus, f reak in ’ S a n ta  Claus 
came a n d  gave them stuff. Santa 
is also in  on e  of t h e  F ru ity  
Pebbles com m ercials  t h a t  they 
play a r o u n d  the holidays. 
Speaking o f  which, d id  y o u  ever 
w onder w h y  Fred c o u ld n ’t tell it 
was B arney  in all those disguises.
I knew th e  first time 1 saw  one 
what was going on. M aybe Fred 
had a lot o n  his mind. He was 
p robab ly  still dazed f ro m  w hen 
he met t h e  Jetsons.
I do n o t  recall  a C h r is tm as  ep i­
sode of th e  Jetsons.
This w o r r ie s  me. Not o n ly  is 
there  a p p a r e n t ly  no C h r is t ia n ­
ity in th e  fu tu re ,  but I c o u ld  not 
name a s ing le  m inority  in the 
Je tson ’s, a ccep t  for t h e  aliens 
that th ey  lived around. 
ForC hris tm as.l  want o n e  o f  those 
jetpacks t h a t  Elroy h ad . If any 
one knows w here I can get one, 
please let m e  know.
Also, does  an y o n e  re m e m b e r  see­
ing a t re e  o n  the Je tsons. I sure 
as hell d o n ’t.
1 like t r e e s .  Especially  in  the  
fall w hen th e  leaves c h a n g e  col­
ors. I th in k  th a t  scientists  shou ld  
work on  a chemical th a t  would 
make p e o p le  change co lo rs  right
b e fo re  they died. It might not 
h a p p e n  during m y lifetime, but 
m aybe  the Jetsons o f  the  future 
w ould  have it.
I a lw ays liked the  w ay Scooby 
Doo ta lked  b e t te r  th a t  Astro. 
A stro  was like a b lu is h  grey. Did 
th a t  m ean  he was dying? SCI­
ENCE LIVES!
Plus Scooby Doo c o u ld  solve 
c r im es .  I need a d o g  like that. I 
do  no t think Scooby and  Shaggy 
were p o t  heads. T hey  were crime 
so lv ing  geniuses. S h ou ld  the plu­
ral o f  genius be gen iu i?  
A nyw ay, here is th e  story. One 
day , th e  Christmas angel, Nicole, 
w ent o u t  and got th e  Christmas 
tree  fo r  the North Pole. She was 
ve ry  p ro u d  of h e r  accom plish­
m en t because she h a d  gotten a 
fa ir ly  large tree a n d  sh e  was just 
a girl. (Girls a re  w eaker  than 
boys.) She dragged it th rough  the 
toy -m ak ing  factory a n d  asked 
Santa w hat she shou ld  do  with the 
tree. He was busy at th e  time, so 
he to ld  her, with a smile to come 
back  la ter .
After a few hours, sh e  came back 
while Santa was h a r d  at work 
c o m p i l in g  a list o f  w ho was 
n a u g h ty  and who was nice. Again, 
she a sked  him what h e  would like 
h e r  to d o  with the tree .  This time, 
he was kind of a n n o y e d  and he 
told h e r  to go away a n d  come back 
w hen  he was not busy .
The nex t  day, Santa w as trying to 
f igure  o u t  a route fo r  his sled to 
take. He was in a sou r  mood 
b ecause  there  was a forecast of 
s to rm s  all over th e  place and 
Mrs. Claus did not p u t  out the 
n ight before.
The C hristm as Angel Nicole cane 
in w ith  the  tree a n d  asked  Santa 
w hat he  wanted h e r  to  d o  with his 
tree. His face got all r e d  and he 
s c re a m e d ,  “Shove it up  your 
Ass!!!”
So th e r e  she sits to  th is  day. 1 
know th a t  I really d i d n ’t do this 
s to ry  justice. I rec o m m e n d  that 
you  go to  the source w here  I first 
h e a rd  th is  story, be c au se  no one 
knows o r  tells “T he  Tale of the 
C hr is tm as  Angel” q u i te  the way 
my m om  does.
Pop T art Guy: W thc makers o f "Lame 
Ass Toaster Pastries", and since we know 
that ours suck, we decided to make a switch. 
M e: That’s it. You, and your Pop Tart 
stealingcabal will die now. (I start chasing 
around the Pop Tart Guy w/ company, but 
they got away.) Damn, there’s no justice, 
and I’m still hungry. I guess I’ll have some 
oatmeal.
2. TOLL BOOTHS ON THE GARDEN 
STATE PARKWAY
Toll booths hate me. I mean, they all just 
hate me. I have no problem with them, in 
fact I find it sorta fun to throw money into 
those baskets. I even wish they made it like 
Skcc-Ball; I would have a blast! But. when 
I throw in the thirty-five cents, I wait...and 
wait for the green light and it just doesn 't 
come on. I just usually drive away, listen­
ing to the pleasant Seaside Heights "You 
just won a kewpie doll” sound. The toll 
booths aren’t broken; F ve seen other people 
go by without any damn problems. I have 
a personal theory that this is all the work of 
some twisted and sick toll collector who 
has some hidden agenda against me. IT ’S 
A CONSPIRACY!! I guess he d idn 't get 
his raise, so he is taking it out on me! W e’ll 
sec if he gets his Christmas gifts; I already 
E-Mailed Santa, and he was pretty steamed. 
“ He's getting nothing for Christmas!!!” 
Ha ha ha; revenge is sweet.
3: THELATERSTAGESOFTHEGAM E 
BERSERK™ FOR THE ATARI™ 2600 
D on’t get me wrong, I love Atari, and I 
especially love "B erserk”. But, as you get 
on in the game, it is IMPOSSIBLE to 
survive. I mean, there are these little ro ­
bots, and they shoot me at the speed of 
light, and there is NO way to avoid them. 
Then there’s that little smiley faced punk 
that leaps on you when you aren’t looking.
I think I broke a joystick over this game. I 
will conquer, and I will mount that damn 
bouncing smiley face over my mantle. Fla!
3. ELEVATOR MUSIC WHERE THE 
EVIL MUSAK™ DEMONS THAT BE 
TAKE MY FAVORITE SONGS (ie BO ­
HEMIAN RHAPSODY) AND MURDER 
THEM MERCILESSLY
I swear to God, I heard the "Bohemian 
Rhapsody’’.Q ueen’s magnum opus, turned 
into Musak™. I Hipped out. I started 
saying out loud, “Those bastards. Those 
damn bastards killed it.” People started 
looking at me like I was tied up in a sleeping
The bi-annual list of 
things that really get on 
my nerves
bag or something. I swear, kind reader, it 
was perhaps one of the W O RST things I 
have ever had the displeasure o f hearing; 
worse that Mcnudo or even the “Golden 
Age of Disco” . During the faux-arietta in 
the middle o f the song, some lamc-assed 
synth violin played Freddie M ercury’s vo­
cals, all to a relaxed ballad tempo. The third, 
usually raucous part, was easily taken; vi­
braphone and rhythm track taking over the 
impassioned wailing sound that I usually 
enjoyed. I couldn’t stand it anym ore. Iwent 
over to Musak™ incorporated, and killed 
all of the musicians. Shh, don’t tell anyone: 
no one knows that I buried them under that 
picked-apart car in front o f Calcia™ .
4. THE BLOODY DAMNED FOODSER­
VICE.
I don't want to do this again. I d o n ’t want to, 
but I have no choice but to; when they 
charge you for friggin’ barbecue sauce, it’s 
time to start the attack once again. I went 
down to the Rat the other day, and ordered 
some chicken fingers. They began to pre­
pare them, and they asked me what kind of 
sauce I would like with them. I said BBQ. 
They said cool. They gave me two. There 
isn’t a snow ball’s chance in hell that 2 little 
tubs of BBQ sauce could possibly cover six 
rather large chicken fingers. I asked if I 
could have another, and they said I couldn’t, 
unless I paid fifteen cents. I Hipped. "FIF­
TEEN CENTS? DON'T YOU CHARGE 
ENOUGH FOR ALL THE OTHER FOOD 
HERE?” The cashier snidely said, “Well, 
they cost money, so we charge for them.” 
Gee, how much do they cost, tw o cents? It 
is bad enough that a cup of soda costs about 
$ 1.50, when the same amount o f soda costs 
much less at a fast food joint. W hat are they 
going to charge for next, rent for chairs? I 
can only say one thing: Bag lunch. And 
when you’re done with your lunch, charge 
the food service money for lett ing them take 
yourgarbage, since bringing yourowji lunch 
costs money.
5. DISCO:
Disco is DEAD! Live with it! Take off 
those stupid  bell-bottom s, and BURN 
THEM. Take your Donna Summer, Bee 
Gees, and Village People records and 8- 
Tracks and use them for frisbccs and drink 
coasters. Disco was a degenerate musical 
movement that died, which it was destined 
to do. Do you remember M enudo? You 
don’t? Good, that’s the way it is supposed 
to be. Bad music and musicians fade into 
obscurity. L et’s keep it 
this way, and add Disco
"wr t0 t*lc *uncra' pyrc °*
failed musicians.
C U L T U R A L  IDIO C Y  Q U IZ  A N S W E R S
1 I W M / i l l i .  WZIO
2 Lavcnw &  Sh u le r  
.1. Three" i  Company
4 Hafi/iy Day*
5 F ru-iuli
6 Mwipliy lirunm
7 Mild A h iu t  You
H N m theni Exfaisurf
V W hu 'i H a fiK iw i f 
10. Soanur Street 
I I  A ll In  T h e  Family
12. The Simpum.i
13. Sein/eU
14 T a x i
15 N eu h a ri
1ft The Ardi if«
Thai’s it. Enjoy Christ­
mas! Bye! I hope that 
you’re stocking is lull of 
great things...unless you 
arc one o f those two an­
noying hags that I had to 
deal with during my run 
for Homecoming King. I 
hope that your stockings 
are filled with Napalm™ .
-JJO'S
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CLASSIFIEDS.. .
Relationship difficulties? Anxiety? 
Depression? Keel blocked in achiev­
ing success? Experiencingdifficulty 
adjusting to college? Receive help 
from a professional counselor. C on­
fidential. Call Sue NValdman, M.A. 
Upper Montclair Plaza. 744-4379.
Services: International S tudcn ts-  
Visitors DV-1 Grcencard Program 
available. Tel: 1-800-660-7167 & 
(818) 772-7168.
B A R TE N D . Adelphi Bartenders 1- 
800-328-1001 Immcd. trainingtoget 
you to work fast!!! F T /P T  work avail­
able.
Scholarships Directory. Send $19 
ehcck/M.O. payable to N ew  Era 
20231 Stagg, W innetka, CA 91306.
N ow  Hiring experienced waiters, 
waitresses and Line Cooks. Apply in 
person. Clover leaf T avern . 395 
Bloomfield Ave., Caldwell, NJ 07006.
E xper ienced , warm, responsib le  
baby-sitter for happy, active toddler. 
F ifteen hours a week, reliably; at my 
home. Mornings. 509-1459.
Fu n d - ra isc r -m o tiv a tc d  g ro u p s  
needed to earn $500+ promoting 
A T & T  DiscovcrGas&RctailGards. 
Since 1969 we've helped thousands 
of groups raise the money they need. 
Ca 11G i na a 1 800-592-2121 x 198. Free 
C D  to qualified callers.
"MusicPIay" Instructors wanted. I fir­
ing now for January classes for early 
childhood MusicPIay program. Must 
be fun-lovingand outgoing. P/T, flex­
ible hours, unlimited $$. Must have 
dependable car. Call 9201) 944-1166.
P /T  Help Wanted. Coupon merchan­
diser to hand-out coupons at local 
retailers and service providers in the 
Paramus area. Must have depend ­
able car and pleasant personality. 
Earn $$$. call (201) 944-1166.
Typing. Resumes, business and per­
sonal letters, documents (school). 
Always available. Call Donna (201) 
759-2012 or (201) 751-9758. Leave 
message.
Merry Christmas!!!
Part-Time
Switchboard
Do More Than 
Answer Phones
At Kessler Institute for Rehabilitation, we need a consummate professional to handle our busy 
switchboard and reception area. You will coordi­
nate all incoming calls as well as provide clerical 
and data entry assistance. Hours are every other 
weekend, 3-11 pm.
As our ambassador to the general public, you will possess exceptional customer service 
titas, a professional demeanor and the ability to 
work Independently. A high school (Aploma, previ­
ous experience as a receptionist/switchboard oper­
ator. and accurate typing skills are preferred.
W  send resume or letter of interest to: Marla 
Ascont, Kessler Institute for Rehabilitation, 1201 
Pleasant Valley Way, West Orange, NJ 07052, or 
call: (201) 24i«852.E0e«8m<ai»Acfon
’ATION. INC
>Mgatt8âi8Ë
SPR IN G  BREAK ’96. Cancún, Ba­
hamas, & Florida. Parties, sight-see­
ing, and more!!! For Spring Break or 
Cam pus Rep Info, call Vagabond 
.  Tours  (8000 700-0790.
Masseuse wanted. Exclusive atm o­
sphere, excellent pay. We will train, 
call (201)655-9450.
A Colonial house. 3-minute walking 
distance ( just across street from cam ­
pus) single $90 or share $70/wk. Util­
ity inch & pref. female non-smokers. 
Up. Montclair, nice & quiet area. 
Avail. Jan. 1.1996.655-7519. (Leave 
message.)
Responsible after-school baby-sitter 
needed  for boy, 9, girl, 6. Mon-Wed, 
3:30-6:00 at Upper Montclair house, 
starting January. Experience, refer­
ences, transportation required. 744- 
5829, leave message.
I meal family needs special person to 
care for infant. 20-25 flexible hours 
per week. Late January through late 
Ju n e  '96. Please call 744-3541.
Join the Montclarion. Positions open 
for the SpringSemester. Come down 
to room 113 of the Student C en ter  
and join an organization that makes a 
difference.
SONY THEATRES
WAYNE 8
-NOWHIRING-
a ll  THEATRE POSITONS
WE OFFER: Competitive Salaries 
S 6.00 TO START - S6.50 (90DAYS)
Sales Commission Bonuses
TUITION ASSISTANCE
Free Movies Flexible Flours 
Drug Free Environment
APPLY IN PERSON AT THE THEATRE
67 WILLOWBROOK BLVD 
(BEHIND THE WILLOWBROOK MALL)
201- 890-0508
E . O . E .
GLOBAL 
PROCESSING 
ALLIANCE, INC. 
PRESENTS
EARN W H IL E  YOU LE A R N
Global Processing Alliance, Inc., New 
Jersey’s newest financial services company, 
and a joint venture by Bankers Trust and 
First Fidelity has outstanding part-time job 
opportunities as Encoder Trainees for 
college students at our Totowa, NJ 
Operations Center.
Hours: 5pm to finish 
W ork Days: Flexible Scheduling 
Salary: $6.00/hour + 10% evening
differential and incentive program 
Benefits : 50% tuition reimbursement, 
2 courses per semester. Free 
checking account. Vacation.
For immediate consideration, call 
(201) 389-4932.
Equal opportunity employer.
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MONTCLAIR STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
1996
M O N T C L A IR  S T A T E  S T U D E N T S
A void  delay! Pick up  yo u r S um m er Sessions c a ta lo g  late 
March. N o  adm ission application  req u ire d  for M S U  students. 
Just fo llo w  telephone reg istration  in s tru ctio n s  in th e  catalog.
FIR ST O P P O R TU N IT Y  T O  R E G ISTER  BY T E L E P H O N E  FOR 
ALL S E S S IO N S  A P R IL  8-M A Y  6
P riority  for M o n tc la ir State s tu d en ts  April 8 -1 6  
V is iting  S tu d en ts  may reg is te r A pril 17-M ay 6
Visiting students from other colleges and universities must have their permission form or letter 
from their school indicating good academic standing and eligibility to take course work at another 
institution OR the Visiting Student Permission form from the MSU ‘96 Summer Sessions catalog 
processed by MSU Admissions prior to registration. Specific details will appear in the '96 
Summer Sessions catalog.
A dd itiona l o p p o rtu n ities  to re g is te r by te lep h o n e  
for all se s s io n s  beg in n in g  May 20
Beginning May 20th, there will be additional opportunities for all students to register by 
telephone during Summer Sessions as long as the registration is done prior to the beginning date 
of the course. Specific details will appear in '96 Summer Sessions catalog.
VISITING STUDENTS DO NOT file an Application for Admission to Montclair State University, 
but DO need the ir permission form or letter from their school indicating good academic standing 
and eligibility to take course work at another institution OR the Visiting Student Permission form 
from the Montclair State University '96 Summer Sessions catalog processed by MSU Admissions 
in order to register.
Students accepted by a reg iona lly  accredited co llege o r university, o the r than Montclair 
State, to begin the ir studies in the  1996 Fall semester are considered V is iting  Students. 
Follow V is iting  Student reg istration procedures. Use admission letter to the school attending 
in the fall semester to be processed by Montclair State University Admissions for summer 
registration.
This preliminary listing of courses and programs is for general information purposes only, and 
is subject to minor changes. Complete Registration, Schedule and Visiting Student information 
appears in the 1996 Summer S essions catalog, w h ich  is  needed to com ple te registration.
The catalog will be available in late March.
A student may take one 3 semester hour course during the Three-Week Pre-Session; a total 
of 9 semester hours during any combination of the Six-Week Session, Eight-Week Session, and 
Ten-Week Saturday Session; and one 3 semester hour course during the Three-Week Post-
Session.
Financial A id : The primary source of financial assistance for Summer Sessions study is the 
William D. Ford Federal Direct Stafford Loan Program. Loan assistance Is not available if a 
student is requesting it for only Pre- and/or Post-Session study. This condition is a function of 
the William D. Ford Direct Stafford Loan Program disbursement regulations.
Eligibility requirements: Student applicants must (1) have been enrolled at Montclair State 
University during the 1995-96 academic year; (2) have filed a 1995-96 Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) by February 1,1996 and submitted their Student Aid Report (SAR) 
to Montclair State University Financial Aid Office by March 1, 1996; (3) have completed the 
Montclair State University Summer Sessions Financial Aid Application (available from the 
Financial Aid office) and submitted it by March 1, 1996; (4) not have received the maximum 
allowable annual Stafford loan(s) during the 1995-96 academic year.
Current guidelines permit us to extend funding through the summer when the maximum award 
was not received during the previous academic year.
SPECIAL NOTE TO PELL RECI PI ENTS: You may be eligible for Pell Grant Summer Sessions 
assistance if you did not receive the maximum allocated Pell for 1995-96 (you were part-time or 
not enrolled for one semester of 1995-96).
If you meet the above criteria, your application request must be received by March 1,1996. 
TO BE CONSIDERED FOR SUMMER SESSIONS FINANCIAL AID, YOU MUST REGISTER 
DURING THE PRIORITY REGISTRATION PERIOD, APRIL 8-16, 1996.
VISITING STUDENTS: It is the policy of Montclair State University not to process financial aid 
for Visiting Students The Montclair State Financial Aid Office will assist students with the 
completion of forms required by their respective schools to process financial aid.
The Financial Aid Office is located in College Hall, Room 321; telephone (201) 655-4461.
TUITION AND FEES*
(From Summer 1995 for your guidance; 1996 Summer Sessions tuition and fees will be 
established by the University Board of Trustees at a public meeting late in the spring semester) 
Undergraduate: $93.50 per credit New Jersey residents, $134.50 percredit non-residents of New Jersey 
Graduate: $172.50 per credit New Jersey residents, $214.50 per credit non-residents of New Jersey 
Tuiton and fees are subject to change at any time by action of the Montclair State University Board of Trustees
Key to abbreviation of days
M-Monday T-Tuesday W-Wednesday R-Thursday F-Friday
S-Saturday U-Sunday
The Summer Sessions office is located in College Hall, Room 215, telephone (201) 655-4352. 
Montclair State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmatlve Action Institution.
UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
THREE-WEEK PRE-SESSION
M o s t courses m e e t d u r in g  the  d a y  M on .-T hu rs ., 
M a y 2 8 -Ju n e  13 G e n e ra l tim e fra m e s : 
8 -1 1 :2 5 a .m ., 9  a m . -12:25 p .m . 
(e x c e p tio n s  no ted )
Anthropology (201)655-4119
ANTH 100 Cultural Anthropology.................3
B iology (201)655-4397
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences..................... 4
(meets 5/28-6/20, 9 a m.-1:50 p.m.)
BIOL 107 Biology for Survival..................... 3
BIOL 110 Biology of Human L ife ................4
(meets 5/28-6/20, 9 a m.-1:50p.m.)
BIOL 380 Genetics...................................... 3
(meets 5/28-6/27, 9 a m. -1:50 p.m.)
Broadcasting, Speech Communication,
Dance and Theatre (201) 655-4217
STBD 101 Intro to Broadcasting...................3
Classics (201) 655-4419
GNHU 201 Gen Humanities I - to 1400 ........3
GNHU 285 Mythology.....................................3
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201)655-5175
COUN 450 Intro-Alcohol/Drug Couns........... 3
(meets 6-9:25 p.m.)
Curriculum and Teaching (201) 655-5187
CURR 200 Initial Field Experience................1
(meets 12 noon-3p.m.)
Earth and Environmental Studies (201) 655-4448
EUGS 100 Principles of Geography..............3
(meets 5 - 8:25 p.m.)
EUGS 102 World Geography.........................3
GEOS 157 Understanding Weather ..............3
Economics and Finance (201) 655-5255
ECON 102 Prin of Economics: Micro............ 3
English (201)655-4249
ENGL 250 Sp Topc.Amer Drama F ilm ......... 3
ENGL 493 Sem: Arthur Miller........................3
ENGL 494 Sem: Shakespeare on F ilm ........3
(meets 12 noon-3:25 p.m.)
ENLT 250 Sp TopicJntl Short S tory............ 3
(meets 1-4:25 p.m.)
ENWR 491 Sem: Autobiog & Fam H is t.........3
(meets 6-9:25 p.m.)
Fine Arts (201) 655-7295
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual Arts.................3
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual Arts.................3
(meets 6-9:25 p.m.)
ARHS 105 Art in West Civ:Anc &Med.......... 3
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
HLTH 105 Medical Terminology....................3
HLTH 220 Mental Health............................... 3
HLTH 290 Human Sexuality...........................3
PEGN 200 Beginning Swimming...................1
(meets 8-10:20 a m.)
PEGN 258 Beginning Tennis.........................1
(meets 8-10:20 a.m.or 
10:30 a.m.-12:50 pm)
PEGN 278 Yoga...............................................1
(meets 10:30 a m. - 12:50 p.m)
PEMJ 110 Aquatics........................................ 1
(meets 10:30 a m.-12:50 p.m.or 
1-3:20 p.m.)
PEMJ 150 Prin/Prac Emergncy Care............3
PEMJ 227 Social Problems Sport................. 3
PERL 228 Rec/Hosp Spec Popula............... 3
PERL 311 Special Events Planning..............3
(meets 6:30-9:55 p.m.)
History (201)655-5261
HIST 105 Emergn Eur Civ 1500-1914....... 3
HIST 117 Hist of the U.S. to 1876 ...............3
HIST 215 Women in Amer History ..............3
HIST 217 Hist of Black Americans ..............3
HIST 322 Medieval European Civ................ 3
HIST 432 Japanese Charac & Cult.............. 3
Home Economics (201) 655-4171
HECO 141 Interpersonal Relations............... 3
HECO 344 Challenge ol Aging...................... 3
HECO 448 Family Counseling....................... 3
HEFM 140 Family in Society...........................3
HEFM 320 Parenting Skills/Resource...........3
HEFM 418 Stratg Work W/Parents................3
HEMG 270 Ind MgmbTheories & S lra l.........3
HEMG 331 Money Management....................3
HETX 120 Clothing Construction..................3
(meets 8 a m. - 1:30 p.m.)
Information and Decision Sciences 
(201)655-4269
BSED 101 Contemporary Business..............3
INFO 273 Intro to Comput in Busn...............3
INFO 371 Mgmt Information Systems........ 3
Management (201) 655-4280
MGMT 363 Business and Society..................3
MGMT 433 Entrepreneurshp/lnnovation........ 3
Marketing (201)655-4254
MKTG 343 Direct Marketing..........................3
MKTG 350 Pharm & Hlth Care Mklg .............3
MKTG 499 Current Topics in Mktg................3
Mathematics and Computer Science 
(201) 655-5132
CMPT 107 Computers and Society.............. 2
(meets 9-11:20 a m.)
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Application......... 3
MATH 100 Intermediate Algebra...................3
MATH 103 The Development of M ath..........3
MATH 109 Statistics....................................... 3
MATH 112 Precalculus Mathematics........... 3
MATH 113 Math Bus LLinear Algebr............ 3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus ................. 3
Music (201)655-7212
MUPR 100 Class Piano/Non-Major .............. 3
Philosophy and Religion (201) 655-5144
PHIL 100 Intro to Philosophy.......................3
PHIL 106 Logic............................................. 3
RELG 100 Religions of the World.................3
RELG 101 Introduction to Religion................3
Political Science (201) 655-4238
POLS 100 Introduction to Politics..............3
POLS 101 American Govt & Politics...........3
POLS 202 International Relations............... 3
Psychology (201) 655-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psych I: Growth & D ev......3
PSY C 102 Women's Worlds.........................3
PSYC 200 Educational P syc.......................3
(meets 9:15 a.m.-12:40 p.m.)
PSYC 220 Quant Methods in Psych...........4
(meets 5/28-6/20, 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
or 1-4:30 p.m.)
PSYC 235 Psych Exceptnl Chld/Youth........3
PSYC 313 Cognition.....................................3
(meets 12 noon-3:25 p.m.)
Sociology (201) 655-5263
SOCI 100 The Sociological Persp..............3
(taught in Spanish)
SOCI 101 Criminology.................................3
Spanish/ltalian (201)655-4285
ITAL 101 Italian I ........................................ 3
Women's Studies (201) 655-7911
WMST 102 Women's Worlds..........................3
SIX-WEEK SESSION
M o s t co u rs e s  m eet d u rin g  th e  d a y  
M on d a y-T h ursd a y , Ju n e  2 4  - A u g u s t 1 
G e n e ra l tim e fra m e s :
7 :30-9 :05  a  m .. 9 :15-10 :50  a .m .. 11a .m .-12 :35  
p .m ., 12 :45-2:20  p .m  
(excep tions n o te d )
Accounting, Law & Taxation (201) 655-4174
ACCT 201 Fundamentals ol Acclg 1..............3
ACCT 202 Fundamentals of Acctg II.............3
BSLW 400 Inti Business Law......................3
Anthropology (201) 655-4119
ANTH 100 Cultural Anthropology................. 3
ANTH 210 Urban Anthropology.....................3
Biology (201)655-4397
BIOL 330 Animal Behavior........................... 3
(meets M,T,R, 5 -7:30 p.m.) 
Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance 
and Theatre (201) 655-4217
STSP 101 Fund Speech:Comm Rqmt........ 3
STSP 234 Public Speaking........................... 3
Classics (201) 655-4419
GNHU 281 Greek Civizilation........................3
GNHU 285 Mythology......................................3
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 331 Group Dynamics........................ ."3
Curriculum and Teaching (201) 655-5187
CURR 400 Teacher, School & Society........3
CURR 409 Tchg for Critical Thinking..........3
Economics and Finance (201) 655-5255
ECON 101 Prin of Economics:Macro.......... 3
ECON 102 Prin of Economics:Micro............ 3
ECON 301 Money and Banking.................... 3
FINC 321 Fundamentals of Finance........... 3
FINC 322 Capital Budgting M gm t............... 3
English (201)655-4249
ENGL 105 Freshman Composition.............. 3
ENGL 106 Intro to Literature.........................3
ENGL 234 American Drama..........................3
ENGL 260 Art of Poetry................................. 3
ENGL 262 Art of Fiction........ ....................... 3
ENGL 347 Victorian Prose & Poetry...........3
ENLT 176 Wrld LihComg Age Theme........3
ENWR 205 Creative Nonfiction..................... 3
ENWR 206 Business W riting..........................3
Fine Arts (201)655-7295
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual A rts ............... 3
ARGN 360 Intro Computer Graphics............ 3
(meets 6-9:25 p.m.)
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstrn Societies.............3
(meets M,T,R, 8:30 -10:45 a.m. 
or 11 a.m.-1:15 p.m.)
ARPT 200 Painting I .........................   3
(meets 9 a.m.-12:20 p.m.)
ARPT 201,316,317,415,416
Painting II,III,IV,V,VI..................... each 3
(meets 9-11:15 a.m.)
ARPT 210 Vis Arts Wksp: Raku...................3
(meets M,T,W,R, 5 - 9:35 p.m.)
French (201)655-4283
FREN 112 Beginning French II ....................3
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
HLTH 101 Personal Health Issues..............3
HLTH 213 Perspectives on D rugs...............3
HLTH 290 Human Sexuality......................... 3
History (201)655-5261
HIST 103 Found of Western C iv .................3
HIST 106 Contmp Eur 1914-Present......... 3
HIST 110 Intro Amer C iv ..............................3
HIST 118 Hist of US Since 1876................3
HIST 281 Greek Civilization........................ 3
HIST 323 Russia to 1917.............................3
HIST 411 Intellectual History U S ................3
Home Economics (201) 655-4171
HEFM 315 Field Exp: Fam Chid S erv......... 3
Information and Decision Sciences 
(201)655-4269
FINO 270 Statistics for Business................4
(meets 12:45-2:50 p.m.)
FINQ 375 Operations Analysis....................3
Latin American and Latino Studies (201) 655-4285
LALS 201 Perspectives Latin Am er............3
Management (201) 655-4280
MGMT 311 Mgmt Proc & Organ Behav...... 3
MGMT 316 Human Resource M gm t............ 3
Marketing (201)655-4254
MKTG 340 Intro to Marketing........................3
MKTG 341 Consumer Behavior................... 3
Mathematics and Computer Science 
(201)655-5132
CMPT 107 Computers & Society............... 2
(meets 9:15-10:20 a m.)
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn...........3
MATH 060 Bas Sk I Math Lab:Comp..........3
MATH 061 Basic Skills II Math Lab: A l g 3
MATH 100 Intermediate A lgebra.................3
MATH 103 The Development ol Math.........3
MATH 106 Contmp Appld Mth Evryone......3
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MATH 109 Statistics....................................... 3
MATH 112 Precalculus Mathematics ........... 3
MATH 113 Math Bus I: Linear Algebra...... 3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus ..................3
MATH 122 Calculus I ..................................... 4
(meets 12:45 - 2:50 p.m.)
MATH 221 Calculus I I .................................... 4
(meets 11 a m.-1:05 p.m.)
MATH 335 Elements Linear Algebra............ 4
(meets 9:15-11:20 a m.)
MATH 340 Probability.................................... 3
Music (201)655-7212
MUGN 100 Introduction to Music...................3
MUGN 250 Rap/Rock:Cult Phen................... 3
MUPR 100 Class Piano/Non Major............... 3
Political Science (201) 655-4238
POLS 101 American Gov't & Politics...........3
POLS 304 State & Local Govt...................... 3
POLS 324 American Public Policy............... 3
Psychology (201) 655-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psyc I: Growth & D e v .........3
PSYC 102 Women's Worlds......................... 3
PSYC 200 Educational Psychology............. 3
PSYC 203 Genl Psyc II: Exper Appr............3
PSYC 301 Experimental Psyc....................... 4
(meets 11 a m. - 2:20 p.m.)
PSYC 365 Abnormal Psychology................. 3
Reading & Educational Media (201) 655-5183
MEDI 403 Rdg Matral-Children/Youth.........3
(meets 7/15-8/1,7:30-10:40 a.m.)
READ 408 Reading:Content Areas.............. 3
Sociology (201) 655-5263
SOCI 101 Criminology................................. 3
SOCI 202 Racial & Ethnic Relation............. 3
Spanish/ltalian (201) 655-4285
ITAL 101 Italian I .........................................3
ITAL 102 Italian I I ........................................3
SPAN 101 Spanish I ......................................3
SPAN 102 Spanish I I .....................................3
Women’s Studies (201) 655-7911
WMST 102 Women's Worlds......................... 3
EIGHT-WEEK SESSION
M o s t C ourses m e e t d u rin g  the e ve n in g  
M on., Tues., a n d  Thurs., Ju n e  10 -A u g u st 1 
G e n e ra l tim e fram es: 6 :30-8 :05  p.m ., 8 :15-9 :50  p.m . 
(e xce p tio n s  n o ted )
Anthropology (201) 655-4119
ANTH 425 Anthro of Religion.......................3
Biology (201)655-4397
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences..................... 4
(meets 6/11-8/1, T,W, R, 5-8 p.m.)
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences.....................4
(meets 6/10 -7/3, M.T.W.R, 9 a.m -1:50 p.m.) 
Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance 
and Theatre (201) 655-4217
STSP 101 Fund Speech:Comm Rqm t........ 3
Chemistry and Biochemistry (201)655-5140
CHEM 107 College Chemistry I ....................2
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R, 9:15-10:50 a.m.)
CHEM 108 College Chemistry I I ...................2
(meets 7/8-8/1, M-R. 9:15-10:50 a.m.)
CHEM 109 College Chemistry Lab I .....1
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R, 11a.m.-1:10 p.m.)
CHEM 120 General Chemistry 1....................4
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R, 8:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m.)
CHEM 121 General Chemistry II ...................4
(meets 7/8-8/1.M-R, 8:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m)
CHEM 230 Organic Chemistry I ....................3
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R,9:15-11:45 a.m. 
or 1-3:30 p.m.)
CHEM 231 Organic Chemistry II ...................3
(meets 7/8-8/1, M-R, 9:15-11:45 a.m. 
or 1-3:30 p.m.)
CHEM 232 Exper Organic Chem I ............... 2
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R, 8 a m.-12 noon 
or 12:15-4:15 p.m.)
CHEM 233 Exper Organic Chem I I ............. 2
(meets 7/8-8/1, M-R, 8 a.m.-12 noon 
or 12:15-4:15 p.m.)
Classics (201)655-4419
GNHU 201 Gen Humanities 1-1400 ............. 3
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 454 Comm Res Alc/Subs A b ............ 3
COUN 481 Legal Rights of Women..............3
(meets 6/10-7/3, 6 -9:25 p.m.)
Earth and Environmental Studies 
(201) 655-4448
GEOS 125 Earth & the Environment.......... 4
(meets 1-4 p.m. or 5-8 p.m.)
GEOS 162 General Oceanography.............. 3
Economics and Finance (201) 655-5255
ECON 101 Prin of Economics:Macro ........... 3
ECON 102 Prin of Economics:Micro............ 3
FINC 321 Fund of Finance........................... 3
(meets 6/10-7/31, M,W, 6:30-9 p.m.) 
English (201)655-4249
ENGL 105 Freshman Composition .............. 3
ENGL 106 Intro to Literature.........................3
ENGL 250 Sel Tope: Amor Gothic............... 3
ENGL 354 Shakesp:Trag-Romances........... 3
ENLT 177 Wrld Lit: Voics Trad /Chlng ........3
Fine Arts (201)655-7295
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual A rts................ 3
(meets M,T,W, 6/10-7/31)
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstrn Societies.............3
French (201) 655-42B3
FREN 101 Beginning French I ..................... 3
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
HLTH 290 Human Sexuality..........................3
History (201)655-5261
HIST 117 Hist of the U S. to 1876...............3
Home Economics (201) 655-4171
HEFM 445 Inner City Family..........................3
(meets 6/10-7/30, M,T, 6:30-9:10 p.m.) 
HENU 182 Nutrition........................................ 3
(meets 6/10-7/31, M,W, 6:30-9:10 p.m.) 
Information and Decision Sciences (201) 655-4269
FINQ 270 Statistics for Business..............4
(meets 8:15-10:20 p.m.)
FINO 371 Management Info Sys.................3
FINO 375 Operations Analysis....................3
INFO 273 Intro to Comput in Busn..............3
Legal Studies (201)655-4152
LSPR 200 Intro to Paralegalism ..................3
(meets 6/11-8/1, T,R, 6:30-9:10 p.m.)
LSPR 220 Civil Litigation ..............................3
(meets 6/10-7/31, M.W, 6:30-9:10 p m.) 
LSPR 301 Criminal Law & Procedure . 3
(meets 5/29-8/14, W, 6:30-9:40 p.m.) 
Linguistics (201) 655-4286
LNGN 250 Language of Propaganda.......... 3
Management (201)655-4280
MGMT 311 Mgmt Process & Org Behav...... 3
MGMT 316 Human Resource Mgmt............. 3
MGMT 335 Small Bus Mgmt.......................... 3
MGMT 439 Business Policy........................... 3
Marketing (201) 655-4254
MKTG 340 Intro to Marketing........................ 3
MKTG 346 Intro to Inti Business...................3
MKTG 347 Export/lmporl Mktg Proc............ 3
MKTG 349 International Marketing...............3
Mathematics and Computer Science (includes
Physics) (201)655-5132
CMPT 107 Computers & Society.................2
(meets 8:15-9:25 p.m.)
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn...........3
MATH 100 Intermediate A lgebra.................3
MATH 103 The Development of M ath....... 3
MATH 109 Statistics...................................... 3
MATH 112 Precalculus Mathematics..........3
MATH 113 Math Bus I: Linear Algebra...... 3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: C alcu lus................3
MATH 116 Calculus A ................................... 4
(meets 8:15-10:25 p.m.)
MATH 122 Calculus I ....................................4
(meets 5:30-7 40 p.m.)
MATH 221 Calculus I I ...................................4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m.)
MATH 222 Calculus I I I ..................................4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m.)
PHYS 193 College Physics I ....................... 4
(meets 6/10-7/3, M-R,
7:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)
PHYS 194 College Physics I I ...................... 4
(meets 7/8-8/1, M-R,
7:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)
Psychology (201) 655-5201
PSYC 101 Gen Psyc I: Growth & D e v...... 3
PSYC 102 Women's W orlds........................ 3
PSYC 200 Educational Psyc........................ 3
PSYC 201 Child Psychology....................... 3
PSYC 265 Psychology of W omen...............3
PSYC 365 Abnormal Psychology................3
Sociology (201) 655-5263
SOCI 113 Social Problems......................... 3
SOCI 204 Sociology of the Fam ily.............3
SOCI 220 Soc of Rich & Poor Ntns............3
(meets 6/10-7/11,6:30-9:55p.m.) 
Spanish/ltalian (201) 655-4285
ITAL 102 Italian I I ....................................... 3
SPAN 101 Spanish I ..................................... 3
SPAN 102 Spanish I I ....................................3
Women's Studies (201)655-7911
WMST 102 Women's Worlds........................3
TEN-WEEK SESSION, SATURDAYS
Ju n e  8  ■ A u g u s t 10 
G e n e ra l tim e fra m e s :
8 -1 1 :4 5  a .m ., 9  a m  - 12 :45  p.m .
Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance
and Theatre (201) 655-4217
STSP 101 Fund Speech:Comm Rqmt.........3
STTH 105 Acting I - Non B.F A.....................3
Classics (201) 655-4419
GNHU 285 Mythology..................................... 3
English (201) 655-4249
ENLT 260 Myth & Literature........................ 3
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
HLTH 101 Personal Health Issues ..............3
Mathematics and Computer Science 
(201) 655-5132
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn............3
Political Science (201) 655-4238
POLS 203 International Organizations.......3
Sociology (201)655-5263
SOCI 113 Social Problems.......................... 3
SOCI 203 Soci Organized Crime ................3
Spanish/ltalian (201) 655-4285
SPAN 101 Spanish I ...................................... 3
THREE-WEEK POST-SESSION
M o s t co u rs e s  m ee t d u rin g  th e  d a y  
M on .-T hu rs ., A u g u s t 5 -2 2  
G e n e ra l lim e  fra m e s : 
8 -1 1 :1 0  a .m ., 9 a  m .-1 2 :1 0  p .m . 
(exce p tio n s  n o te d )
Anthropology (201) 655-4119
ANTH 210 Urban Anthropology................... 3
Fine Arts (201) 655-7295
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual A rts ...............3
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstrn Societies............3
History (201)655-5261
HIST 106 Contmp Eur 1914-Present........ 3
Mathematics and Computer Science 
(201)655-5132
CMPT 107 Computers & Society................ 2
(meets 9-11:05 a.m.)
CMPT 108 Computers & Programming 3
CMPT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn............3
MATH 103 The Development of M ath........ 3
MATH 109 Statistics.......................................3
Philosophy & Religion (201) 655-5144
PHIL 106 Logic..............................................3
Political Science (201 ) 655-4238
POLS 100 Introduction to Politics................3
POLS 201 Comparative Politics...................3
Psychology (201) 655-5201
PSYC 420 Pkgd Comp Prog P syc ............... 1
(meets 8/19-8/22, 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)
GRADUATE COURSES
THREE-WEEK PRE-SESSION
m o s t co u rs e s  m eet M o n d a y -T h u rs d a y  even ings . 
M ay 2 8 -J u n e  13 
(e xc e p tio n s  n o te d )
Communication Sciences and Disorders
(201) 655-4232
CS&D 409 Anat/Phys Spch/Hear Sys........ 3
(meets 10 a m -1:25 p.m.)
CS&D 586 Educ of the Hndcpd...................3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)
CS&D 595 Med/Phys Bases of Lmg Disab 3 
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 450 Intro-Alcohol/Drug Couns.......... 3
COUN 666 Ethical/Legal Issues Coun......... 3
Curriculum and Teaching (201) 655-5187
CURR 523 Education in Inner C ity .............. 3
(meets 9 a.m.-12:25 p m )
Educational Foundations (201) 655-5170
EDFD 520 Dev of Educational Thought......3
(meets 5/28-6/20, M.T.W.R, 3.30 - 6:15 p.m.) 
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
PEMJ 542 Appld Cardiac Rehablitn.............3
Psychology (201) 655-5201 
PSYC 565 Psyc & Ed Soc/Emot/
Hndcpd Child.......................................... 3
(meets 5/28-6/13, 3:30 -6:55 p.m.)
SIX-WEEK SESSION
M o s t courses m e e t d u rin g  the day  
M on.-Thurs., J u n e  2 4 -A u g u s t 1 
G enera l t im e  fra m e s : 
7:30-9 :05  a  m ., 9 :1 5 -1 0 :5 0  a.m.. 
11 a m . -12:35 p .m ., 1 2 :45 -2 :2 0  p.m. 
(e xc e p tio n s  n o te d )
Communication Sciences and Disorders 
(201)655-4232
CS&D 510 Fid Exper: Early Spec E d .......... 3
(meets off-campus, 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m )
CS&D 518 Neuromotor Dev Yng Child ....... 3
CS&D 535 Adv Sem In Comm Disrdr.......... 6
(meets M.T.W, 8-11:30 a.m., R, 8 a.m.-1 p.m.)
CS&D 586 Educ of Handicapped................. 3
(meets Fridays, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.)
CS&D 590 Prac: Lrng Disabilities.................3
(meets 12 noon-5 p.m.)
CS&D 590 Prac: Lrng Disabilities.................3
(meets off-campus, M-F, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.)
CS&D 597 Prac/Sem Tch Hdcp Chldn......... 3
(meets 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.)
CS&D 597 Prac/Sem Tch Hdcp Chldn......... 3
(meets off-campus, 8:30 a m -1 p.m.) 
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 559 Dyn of Group Proc...................... 3
(meets M.T.R, 5-7:15 p.m.)
COUN 654 Supv Fid Wrk-Counseling...........3
(meets M.T.R, 5-7:15 p.m.)
COUN 674 Supv Fid Wk-Counslng II............3
(meets M.T.R, 7:30-9:45 p.m.)
ELAD 510 Educational Admin 1.................... 3
ELAD 522 Computers in Educ Admin.......... 3
ELAD 540 Supervision I ................................3
(meets M,T,R, 7:30-9:45 p.m.) 
Educational Foundations (201) 655-5170
EDFD 520 Dev of Educational Thought....... 3
ELRS 503 Methods of Research................. 3
Fine Arts (201) 655-7295 
ARPT 511,512,605,606,607,608
Graduate Painting I,It,III,IV,V,VI ..each 3 
(meets 9-11:15 a.m.)
ARPT 515 Grad Vis Arts Wkshp: Raku 3
(meets M.T.W.R,5-9:35 p.m.)
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
PEMJ 557 Perceptual Motor Dev................. 3
(meets M.T.R, 7:15-9:30 p.m.)
MUSIC (201)655-7212
MUED 603 Sem in Music Education.............3
(meets 6/25-8/1. T.R, 3-6:25 p.m.) 
Reading & Educational Media (201) 655-5183
MEDI 500 Media Tech/Lrn in Curri..............3
MEDI 500 Media Tech/Lrn in Curri.............. 3
(meets 6/24-7/11,7:30-10:55 a m.) 
READ 600 Wrkshp Contmp Iss/Rdg...........3
EIGHT-WEEK SESSION
M o s t courses m e e t d u r in g  the even ing  
M on., Tues., a n d  T h u rs ., Ju n e  10-A ug u s t 1 
General T im e F ram es:
6:30-8:05 p.m ., 8 :1 5 -9 :5 0 p.m. 
(e xc e p tio n s  n o ted )
Counseling, Human Development and 
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 454 Comm Res Alc/Subs A b .............3
COUN 481 Legal Rights of Women..............3
(meets 6/10-7/3, M,T,R,6-9:25 p.m.)
COUN 560 Medical Problems in Educ..........3
COUN 574 Couns in Indus Setng-EAP.........3
COUN 577 Counselg Theories.....................3
Curriculum and Teaching (201) 655-5187
CURR 599 Curr & Soc Dynam of Sch..........3
Economics and Finance (201) 655-5255 
ECON 501 Economic Analysis .....................3
(meets 6/10-7/31. M,W, 6:30-9 p.m.) 
Educational Foundations (201) 655-5170
ELRS 503 Methods ot Research................3
ELRS 580 Lrning:Process & Measrmnt 3
English (201)655-4249
ENLT 602 SenrMajr Mdrn Novelists...........3
Legal Studies (201) 655-4152
LSLW 531 Administrative L aw .....................3
(meets 6/11-8/1, T.R, 6:30-9:10pm )
LSLW 553 Arbitration & Other Adj P r...........3
(meets 6/10-7/31, M.W, 6:30-9:10 p.m.)
Mathematics and Computer Science (201) 655-5132
MATH 503 Math for Computer Sci III ....... 3
(meets 8 15-10:25 p m )
THREE-WEEK POST-SESSION
M ost C o u rs e s  m e e t during the d a y  
M on  -T h u rs  A ugust 5-22  
G e n e ra l lim e  fram es: 
8 -1 1 :1 0 a .m ., 9 a .m .-1 2 :1 0 p m .,  
(e x c e p tio n s  noted)
Counseling, Human Development &
Educational Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 559 Dynamics of Group Proc .........3
SPECIAL SUMMER PROGRAMS
Archaeology Field Methods (201)655-4119 
Business Educators Graduate Workshops 
(201)655-4269
CD-ROMs and telecommunications technologies in 
the business education classroom 
Continuing Education, Center for 
(201) 655-4353
Allied Health Training Programs 
Medical Assistant
Medical Records Transcriptiomst Assistant 
Pharmacy Technician 
Computer Application
Computer Graphics 
Database Management 
Desktop Publishing 
Electronic Spreadsheets 
PageMaker for Windows 
PC Fundamentals/DOS 
Specialized Computer Programs 
Word Processing 
English as a Second Language 
EXCEL (Exploring Curriculum of the English 
Language) Program- English courses for non­
native speakers at all levels of language 
proficiency-six skill levels-conversation, listening, 
reading, writing-specialized courses include 
Writing Workshop, TOEFL review, American 
Literature
Enrichment for Inquisitive Minds-educational and 
personal development in the arts, humanities, 
wellness, writing and communication skills 
Facilities Manager Certificate Program 
Foreign Language Immersion 
Travel/Study Tours
Alaska, Australia, Belize, China. Egypt, 
Galapagos Islands, Greece, Indonesia, 
Ireland, Kenya, Morocco, Nova Scotia,
South Africa. Turkey 
Cooperative Education (201) 655-4426 
Creative Group Experiences Workshop - 
undergraduate and graduate (201) 655-5175 
Educational Opportunity Fund 
(201)655-4385
Environmental Education - New Jersey School 
of Conservation (201) 948-4646
(Field oriented courses, requiring residency, 
offered at the School in Stokes State Forest, 
Sussex County, New Jersey)
Externships (by arrangement with departments) 
Field Experience (by arrangement with 
departments)
Gifted and Talented Youth Summer Day Camp 
(201) 655-4104/4260
(first three weeks of July, for qualified youth in 
grades 6-10)
Graduate Research (by arrangement with 
departments)
Gymnastics-Teaching Gymnastics in the 
Schools K-12 (201) 655-5253 
Health Careers Program (201) 655-4415 
Hi Jump (201) 655-5116 (University courses for 
high achieving high school juniors and seniors) 
Independent Study (by arrangement with 
departments)
Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy 
for Children (IAPC) (201) 655-4277 
Internships (by arrangement with departments) 
Music Camp, Stokes State Forest (201) 655-
4443 (July 14-27, music and environmental 
studies for youth 10-18 years of age)
New Jersey Marine Science Consortium 
(201) 655-4397/4448 (Field oriented courses, 
offered at Sandy Hook or Seaville field stations) 
New Jersey School of the Arts (201) 655-5179 
(July 8-August 1, for talented students in grades 
9-12 - writing, dance, television, theatre, visual 
arts, music)
Practicums (by arrangement with departments) 
Selected Topics (by arrangement with 
departments)
Study Abroad
Israel, Excavations at Tel Hadar and Archaeologi­
cal Tour, June 10-July 14, [Dr Timothy Renner, 
Department of Classics, (201) 655-4419]
Italy, University of Siena, July 13-August 17,
[Dr Vincenzo Bollettino, Department of Spanish/ 
Italian, (201) 655-4285 or (201) 226-2986]
Spain, May 28-June 13 [Dr Johng Hwang, 
Department of Spanish/ltalian, (201) 655-4285] 
Summer Institute fo r Teachers of Gifted 
Students (201)655-4104/4260 
Supervised Business WorkExperience - 
undergraduate (201) 655-4254 
TheatreFest Professional Equity Theatre In 
residence at MSU, including Pushcart Players 
for kids (201 655-5112)
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Personals
Brian (Bulls),
Thanks for coming to my Christmas party. I hope 
you had a good tim e. I love the roses.
Love Ya, Colleen (Theta)
Steve (Bulls),
You better keep your eyes open for flying 
pancakes.
Love, Colleen (Theta)
Lorrraine (AIX),
Don't you love my favorite quotes! Oh,ah Alpha 
Beta! 60 Blockbuster!
Love Ya, Your Aunt (AIX)
Noreen (Evil),
Thanks for the present. I like it a lo t! I am glad 
we all got to go out for 48 hours!
Love, Lauren (Good)
Tonka (AIX 154),
Hope you had a great b-day! I am glad to see you 
were happy! Our birthdays were a fun 48 hours! 
Love Ya, Fufu (AIX 156)
Erin,
Happy 21st Birthday again! Have a great one but 
don't eat too much popcorn!
Love, Lauren (AIX)
To Maude,
May you rule DOA with an iron fis t!
-Sex slave
Hey Hips,
You have a very bad habit of disappearing during 
all good songs. I think we need to break you of 
this habit.
Love, Chicky
P.S. Did you get the feeling that everyone was 
watching us?
PhiSig #116,
ju s t out of curiosity, do your plans for next 
semester include giving "orals"? A word to he 
wise, next time use "presentations". You never 
know who may be listening.
IPSL, #112
Caroline,
I ' l l  have you know that there is nothing wrong 
with the "Retro 80s"!
-Genevieve
Dave 0 .,
Thanks for coming to my Christmas party! Hope 
you had a great tim e! When you're on campus, 
stop by so you could finish the Tequila...before 
WE DO! HAHA!
Love Ya, Elena (Theta)
Energizer,
Though you are tru ly energized. I thank you for 
everything you have don for me. CONGRATS ON 
OUR I YR. ANN.
Love Ya, Wipe It
To the "cute boy" from TKE,
Don't forget, I owe you a beer! Hopefully I ’ ll see 
you over break!
Love Ya, Your "Nutty" Friend
To My L ittle  Eric,
You're looking good in those letters. Congratu­
lations again! I f  you ever need guidance, you 
know where to find me!
Love, Your Adopted Big 
P.S. Tell Ed I ' l l  be investing in contacts over 
break.
Erin (Phi S ig),
I would like to end the semester by saying, "I 
can’t believe I hooked up w ith ...." You f i l l  in the 
blank!
Love, Genmevieve
I know it  is not my place to interject, but was it 
by any chance a German Shepherd named Duke?
Fast Food Editor, Rob Duane,
When are you going to Taco Bell. I'm dying to 
decide i f  I should go "South of the Border" or 
not.
Signed, North of the Border
Thetas,
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!!
Love, Karen
Gary (Bulls),
Thanks for coming to my formal. I had a great 
time! I loved the sandals!
Love, Karen (Theta)
Bryan P.
Think back to what I told you and what you heard. 
It may be true. But you didn’t bear anything from 
me!
Nicest Blues,
It's good to see you out of your "state of 
confusion" and happy again. Don't worry about 
what anyone says, I s till love ya! One more thing, 
am I s t ill growing on you?
-Not so bad blues
Andy (TKE),
One question, what does your defin ition of evil 
consist of?
Spiderwoman,
I had so much fun the other night. We all have 
the bruises to prove it. I'm gonna miss you over 
break. I ' l l  come up to see ya!
Love You, Your Little
Wild Child (Theta),
Why don’t you go dance for a while?
-The Bartender
To the Sisters of Lambda Tau Omega,
Thank you on your donations!
Sincerely, The Sisters of Lambda Theta
Alpha
Evan,
There's nothing that you & I can't handle 
together! I love you with all my heart!
-Jamie
Tania (AIX 154),
Happy 21st. Go Hulahans!! Niz sucks!! 
Love+Sisterhood, Nor (152)
Stacey and Courtney,
Keep on Suckin'.
To all my Sisters (AIX),
Have a great holiday and a happy New Year!!! 
Love + Sisterhood, 152
Alan,
Thanks for the song at 12:0 0 . It meant a lot to 
me. Happy Anniversary. I love you!!
-Monica
Amy:
Delirious Diana! What's up President! You 
Cookie Eater You!
Love, Asshole
Meredith,
Beat Me, Whip Me, Make Me Write Bad Checks. 
-Tim
Kurt (Bulls),
Thanks for coming to my formal. I had the best 
tim e!! A Snickers bar??!!
Love, Stacey (Theta)
Stay-C (Theta),
Once again, you were there to clean up the mess! 
Thank you soooomuch. You're not just a true 
friend, you are a GREAT SISTER!
I love you, Karen (Theta)
Mark (ZBT),
That was so sweet of you to come out and party 
with the Birthday Sigmas of AIX. Thanks for the 
present.
Love, Lauren (AIX)
P.S. Go Tania's Big! Go Sigma Pledge Class of 
AIX!
L ittle ,
You are the best litt le  ever and I love you.
I love you, Big
Big,
F **K  YOU. YOU NEVER LOVED ME. QUIT 
TRYING TO SUCK UP YOU HEARTLESS BAS­
TARD!
I HATE YOU, L ittle  
Theta Kappa Chi,
Christmas party was awesome- what we all 
remember of it!
Love, Stephanie
Archie,
Congratulations on being voted "Worst RA" in a 
unanimous decision!
-Stone Hall Residents
Hey Ed,
Raise a starry plough on high, or something. 
-Tim
Tim,
They've locked us out...They've banned our 
unions...They even treat their animals better 
than us.
-Ed
P.S. Without justice, there w ill never be peace 
Monica (Theta),
I'm glad you cheered up for the Christmas party! 
We had such an awesome tim e-l'm  in heaven!
Love, Stephanie
Okay, I ' l l  give Ed a break and do these cursed 
thinqs; it has been awhile.
-JJO’S
To Apple Jacks,
Does GoldSchlager™ taste the same coming up 
as it does going down?
YITB, The Lambda Class
Hey, are you guys s t ill pledging? THEN YOU 
ARE NOT THE LAMBDA CLASS!
Love, a concerned TX Brother
To all of my brothers, punch me in the face 
L 'il Buddy, GM 61
TX Brothers: Spring 96 w ill be even better, get 
psyched! -Casper
To Rick, Christie, Rob, and Melissa,
When is the next monopoly game!?!??!?
Scott
To the Upsilon Class (Theta),
You are the best! And I do and w ill always love 
you guys! Have a Happy Holiday and a great new 
year!
Love, Sidekick
Fatso,
The 12th was soon enough. Please rub my..OK. 
I'm on elevated ground.
Baby
WHAT!!!!
JJO'S
Energizer,
You have a heart that knows no hate. Thanks for 
laughs, arguments, and ch ill on those Dr. Rico 
Perez p ills!
A ll Dat!
To Andrew and John,
I'm proud of both of you. Thank God pledging is 
over!!
OAS AAS LLS
Your Brother,
Raider
Brothers of Phi Mu Alpha,
I want the dog!!! "Here Ossian, here boy!" 
-Russ
To Andrew and John,
Are you a Sinfonian?
Relish
Happy 1 year Anniversary to the S.T.R.I.A . Line 
of Sigma Psi Phi!
Love, Wipe it
John J. O'Sullivan,
You got my vote for Homecoming King ‘96 !! 
Hearts and kisses, Goldie Lox!
Wow, cool; I guess I should run again!
-JJO'S
Stupid is as stupid does...so what's the deal 
Theresa?
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More Personals
Just kiddin’, 151
Quinones,
How was your shower at the Exxon in Maryland? 
Goldshlager™
Let's hope for a repeat of last week!
Seymour Beaver
Sandra,
Haven't you learned that you can’t cover up a 
penis with just a tissue?
Lauren (AIX),
Happy 20th B-Day! Only one more year to go; 
hurry up would ya?
Love, Erin
Guy (TPhiB),
When are we gonna have that quickie, and where? 
Probably in the elevator at Blanton Hall stuck 
between 2 floors while everyone else is watching. 
Sounds good.
Theta
Mara (Theta),
I love you, and I ’m sorry that I had a headache. 
Perhaps we can do it  next time!
-Guy
Mike, please give me a break; I can't take this 
constant exercise much longer.
Little Mikey
Lisa,
Could you believe it ,  i t  is finally your B-Day. I 
want to thank you for bringing such a great 
roommate and friend. I don’t know what I would 
do with out you.
Enjoy your birthday, Love Beatris 
PS Don't 4-get the Blue Cheese &
Temptation
Beatris,
You write the weirdest and most evil looking "Es" 
that I have ever seen my entire life.
JJO'S
Kim,
You are the best roomie and my best friend. 
Thanx for everything!
Jamie
To the Brothers of Psi Sigma Phi,
I f  you need anything we'll be here!
From Cheree and Andy (LTA)
Muggo,
I think a trip  to the c ity  is in order. Joanna needs 
to get stocked up for her next semester at home. 
Erin
I wouldn't want to be serenaded by anyone else!
I loved it !  -#165
Shakiema,
Thanks for the g ift, we love it!
Sarah & Dee
Joshua,
STOP Brandy'in
From: SA
#154, #156, #162, #169,
Happy Birthday! Better late than never!
Luv, #165
Ceylan: Old age is divine, when you're wine. 
However you're not wine, I guess that's fine.
Carissa (A IX),
You're the best and I love you to death.
Luv, it's  a secret!
A ll Dat,
Thank you for all of your support. You truly 
deserve the name "A ll Dat"
Love ya, Wipe it
Wipe it?  What kind of name is "W ipe i t" .  Do 
I want to know? What do you wipe? What to you 
wipe it  w ith? What's your purpose, your 
function....W HAT!!??!?
Dan,
GET OUT OF JAIL FREE CARD!
To Romerocy,
Thanks!
Love always, Malik 
Tania (AIX)
Happy 21st B-Day! Hope it's the best one ever! 
Love, Erin
Wembley: Look president! Power tr ip ! Calm 
yourself; power isn't everything!
Upsilon 168
To my roommates in 223,
Want some wild turkey?
Love, Beth (Tri-Sigma)
Jenn,
You must move the beanbag, that's how the game 
works.
Love, Kelly
For the last time...YOU are schmoopie!
Lambda Theta Phi,
Stop sweating!
Love, MSU
Ed (TKE),
Are you up for a tr ip  to Friday's?
Love, Erin and Genevieve
Genevieve (Phi Sig),
W inter Ball think o f "Foxey Lady" and the motto 
" I  want action, satisfaction!"
IPSL, Erin
#154, #172, #173 (AIX)
JM,
Stay strong, don't stress.
Love, TMWCTYT
! can't believe people are s till using that phrase. 
-JJO ’S
Dear Freddy:
It is hard to go through this. I wish we didn't have 
to, but sometimes it's the only way we realize
what is better for us.
I love you, Jessie
Dan,
Go to ja il.  Go directly to ja il,  do not pass go, 
do not collect $200.
-Boogey just v isiting
ANGELA,
Thank you,
Jess
LTA is the only way! Since '75 we’ve paved the 
way!
You'd probably think it was Flippy, but you'd be 
wrong i t  was Matt.
To the entire "Straight Guy" Crew,
Don't laugh; rabies are serious!
Jenn,
Congratulations!!!
-Kristy
Thetas,
I had a great time at the X-Mas party! I love you 
guys!
Monica
From the AP, wire service this just in: Cujo is 
on the loose. Repeat, Cujo is on the loose. 
Beware, be careful.
Who the hell is Cujo?
To all my Sisters,
Thanks for making my B-Day so special! I love 
you!
Chia #165
Lambda Theta Alpha,
Thank you for your sisterhood!
From, Cherre #1 (Spring 95)
Too Cool,
Take care of yourself. I worry about you! 
Congrats!
Love ya, Wipe it !
Tricia:
Great Aim! Please try not to burn your hair. Old 
Grandma, you old sour cream $ O.K 
Yours truly, Guess who
Fjord fjord Fjorf Grandma, hair fjord meow 
% A & *# $ & *& % # & *$ & (*% % $
Blanton Hall 4a14,
This room w ill have soon another soul!
Sara Riveria,
AlX-Upsilon 168. You suck. You are a dirty 
whore that loves a sucker!
Suck away baby!
Pi 51
Amy, Sara, Sarah, Dee, Kris & Lori:
Want some vodka?
Vic (TPhiB),
Happy 21st B-Day!
We couldn't have been born on a better day! 
Love, Your B-Day buddie
Stephanie (Theta)
You needed to cheer up! The X-Mas party did you 
good!
Love you little ! Monica 
PS The SoCo killed me!
Hey Fatty (TPhiB)
I knew you could never hurt me, you dumb ox! 
Bogart
Stephanie (Theta), Mike W., and Dave M. 
(B u lls),
How do you make an H? I had a great happy hour 
or should I say hours last Monday!
Love, Colleen (Theta)
Twinster,
That was a pretty daring personal...are you with 
me???
Love ya, Cey-Mom
Shirely,
YOU SUCK!!! I have nothing else to say to you! 
Laverne
llena (Theta),
Lick it ,  suck it, and slam i t .  You got to go to the 
Crow bar more often.
Mara (101)
Teddy,
W ell, I'm no longer curious!
Chachi,
You should always compare GIRLS to tires and 
"always have a SPARE- J ___K".
That's IT! YES! MERRY CHRISTMAS!! YAY! 
HAPPY FINALS!! HAHAHAHAHHAHAHHA! 
YAY!
-JJO'S
W ait...that's not it .  Thank you JJO'S for the 
coolest DOA Christmas present ever! I love you! 
Just wait for Christmas as my casa!!!
Love, J-M .
Happy holidays to everyone at the Montclarion! 
See ya next semester! Love, J-M.
Joe Paternoster...I love you, you oh great u ltra ­
conservative! Merry Christmas! Meow!
Love, J-M.
Enough from me...here's Victoria!
J-M
I need a long break away from this place. Merry 
Christmas and don't get too warm and fuzzy on 
New Year. Love, Victoria
Amy,
Thanks for being a wonderful date. I'm glad we 
hung out more this semester. It's been oh so 
much fun inflating heads! Love, Victoria
Tommy,
I d idn 't fall down this time, and I got some 
action. It's your turn to be jealous.
Love, Victoria
Tom - I wanted you to be my firs t . . .personal 
Bound to only my dreams,
Amy.
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Men's B-ball successful behind Sutherland
by Hob Czer/ioic'irz
The MSI Red I lawks had a suecess- 
ful week, as they posted a 2-1 record, and 
watched as Rohan Sutherland seta school 
record on 11 of 11 shooting against Jersey 
City State.
Ov er the weekend at the I larold Brodic 
Tournament at RIT, MSI split their two 
games, losing to Pitt-Bradford, and com­
ing out on top against Potsdam.
In the Potsdam game, freshman for­
ward John We ip/. (Waretown) scored 26 
points and pulled in eight rebounds, while 
leading MSI to a 74-65 victory. The 74 
points w as three points abov e MSI "s av­
erage of 71 points per game. MSI shot 
48% from the field, which brings their 
season average to 36%. T h e  team also 
grabbed 4<S rebounds in the game, which 
gives them an average of43 rebounds per 
game.
In the first game of the tournament 
against Pitt-Bradford, MSI was not as 
fortunate, as they dropped the game by a 
score of 74-61. The team looked slow all 
night, as they shot 39% from the field, and 
were outrebounded by a margin of 50 to 
36. MSI only w ent to the free throw line 
10 times during the game, and only made 
five of them. The team's free throw 
percentage on the season is 69%.
Against Jersey City State, the Red 
I lawks fared well, behind the great play 
of 6 ‘2 junior guard Rohan Sutherland.
Sutherland scored 34 points on 11 of 11 
shooting, helping MSU to a 80-79 victory. 
Four of Sutherland's 11 field goals came
. Marquis Henry is one of the many freshman Red Ho ick cagas this year.
from behind the three point line, which 
gives him 7 on the season. “Rohan had a 
career game against Jersey City State. 
I le ’s a leader on this team,” said Red 
I lawk coach Nick DclTufo.
Besides Rohan's great offensiv e game, 
he also has been playing extremely well 
on the defensive end of the ball. I le is tied 
for the team lead in steals with 10, and has 
been a vital part of the team when it comes 
to shutting down opponents. According 
to coach DclTufo, “Most of the time, we 
put Rohan on the other team’s best offen­
sive guard.”
Last night, NISI played the Osprey of 
Stockton State. “We match up well. Due 
to our similar styles of play, it should be a 
close game,” said DclTufo, “ If we limit 
the turnovers and shoot better, we should 
win.” Turnovers have been an issue for 
MSI this season, as they have committed 
76 more turnovers than steals. I lowever, 
there have been games in which MSI has 
committed many turnovers and still won. 
Th is  can be attributed to the up-tempo 
pace of some of the games.
On Saturday the Red I lawks will trav el 
to Staten Island, to take on Staten Island 
at 7:30. The Red Hawks now have an 
overall record of 4-4, with a 2-2 record in 
the conference.
Cagers fa ll  to Stockton St.
com file d  by Sforts Information Deft.
Junior guard Carl Cochran hit for 18 
of his 23 points in the first half as 
Richard Stockton College (8-1, 6-0) 
used a 31 -3 first stanza run and coasted 
to an 88-67 New Jersey Athletic con­
ference men's basketball victory over 
Montclair State (4-5, 2-3) in NIST's 
Panzer Gymnasium on Wednesday 
evening.
Richard Stockton, which never 
trailed in the game, turned a close lb- 
13 lead at 1 1:03 into a 47-17 bulge with 
that stunning 31-3 run spanning just 
six minutes of the first half. Cochran 
starred in the flurry, hitting for 13 of his 
18 first half points. T h e  highlight of 
the run came when a double technical 
was called on NIST's bench, causing 
the ejection of head v’ midair coach 
Nick DclTufo. Cochran hit all four of
the technical free throws, and then 
followed w ith a three-pointer on the 
very next possession for the 30 point 
cushion.
The closest MSI got from that 
point was 17 points at 1:01 left in the 
game, 82-65. Cochran finished with 
23 points on 6-12 shooting, including 
fiv e of eight from 3 pt. range. As a 
team, the Ospreys hit 10 of 19 three- 
pointers and committed just 10 turn­
overs. I'otirotherplayershitfordouble 
figures for Stockton; Marty Small (23 
points, 10 rebounds). Frie Magazine 
(20 points, six assists), and Yumal Wil­
liams added 11 points.
For NISI , junior guard Rohan 
Sutherland (Miami, I 'D  dropped in a 
game-high 30 points on 12-17 shoot­
ing, while freshman John NVeipz. 
(Warctovvn)chipped in with 14points.
Season ’s Greetings 
from  the Sports staff.
The Montclarion’s Athlete 
of the Week
NAME: ROI IAN SI M l IFRI;¿AND
NO. : 23
N FAR: JUNIOR
POS.: GUARD
I I S. : MORI ,AND
AgainstJerscyCity State, Sutherland set a school record by shooting 11 of 
11 from the floor, while scoring 34 points. Sutherland is av eraging 1.5.8 points 
per game, and is tied for the team lead in steals with 10.
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W om en’s B-ball improve to 5-0 in NJAG
games. Schultz (West Milford) who has made
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D ro p p in ' th e  
g lo v e s
I love hockey, liver since I was a 
little kid, I always enjoyed watching 
this fast-paccd sport. The speed, the 
strength, the strategy. All these things 
come together to make hockey one of 
the world’s greatest sports. I Iowevcr, 
there is a question that needs to he 
answered. Why do people like hockey?
If you are a true, die-hard hockey 
fan, von probably enjoy the game be­
cause of the skill it takes to play. Most 
hockey players learn to skate at a very 
young age. Some even learn at the 
same time they learn how to walk. But 
for the rest o f the sports fans in the 
world, they probably enjoy hockey for 
one main reason; fights.
Fights have become an integral part 
o f hockey. 'I'rue, the outcome of a 
fight will not determine the outcome 
of a game. I lowever.havinga “bruiser” 
on your team w ill instill fear into the 
minds of your opponents, and give 
your team the edge.
I must admit, I love hockey fights. 
Recently, there was a fight at a I )e \  ils- 
Islanders game, and boy w as it good. I 
mean really good. It was so good, that 
even the goalies got into it. This fight 
made all the highlights that night, and 
may have overshadowed the actual 
game.
Some may argue that fighting has 
gone too tar in hockey. I thas.butwho 
cares. Once a playersteps onto the ice, 
he can heat the living crap out of 
whoever he wants, and not get ar­
rested. If hockey players did what 
they do out in the street, they would 
definitely be behind bars. T h a t ’s the 
beauty of this world. 'There are ways 
to get around rules. I’m not saying that 
there are little kids out there who are 
saying, “You know Dad, w hen I grow 
up, I wanna beat the crap out of people, 
and not get arrested!” Then the fa­
ther would say, “Are you sure that’s 
what you want to do, son?” Then the 
son would say, “Yes Dad, I want to be 
a professional hockey player!!” I here 
may be families like that out there, 
and  we w o u ld  call th e m  
I ) Y S F l I N C T IO N A Ik id s  d o n ’t as­
pire to play hockey to get in fights, but 
it comes with the territory.
I’d like to take this opportunity to 
th an k  everyone  for reading  my 
articles every week. You know you 
love them.
by Nick Gantaifls & Brian Brodsky
Last night the Red I law ks lifted their 
NJAC record to 5-0 with a 57-49 victors 
over Richard Stockton in front of a home 
crowd in Panzer Gym. MSU (6-5, 5-0) 
took a 56-24 lead into halftime behind the 
p lavofl leidi Klingert (Linwood) who led 
the Red I lawks with 12 points. Wykcmia 
Kclley(Paterson)and Kim Kovar(Mazlct) 
both added 8 points each.
I he second half was a back and forth 
contest until Kelley hit a 12 foot jumper 
along the baseline with 4:19 left in regula­
tion. Kelley's jumper sparked an eight
M S U ’s junior defensive lineman, Jeff 
BargieK West Paterson), has been named 
to the 1995 Hewlett-Packard Division 
III All-American Football'feamand the 
1995 Dan Hansen Division III All- 
American football team, as was an ­
nounced today by both squads.
Bargiel. who also earned the All- 
American honors after competing in his 
sophomore season in 1995, is the first 
two time Montclair All-American since 
Paul Ciotti earned the aw ard in 1988 and 
1989. Ciotti is Montclair’s all-time lead- 
ingsack leader'with 55 over his four year 
career.
T h is  past season, Bargiel w as the an­
chor of the MSI defense, as he was 
named to the NewJersey Athletic C on­
ference All-Conference team forche third 
time. I le was voted NJAC ! “Playcrof the 
W eek" five times in the last eight weeks 
of the season, including each ofthe final 
two contests. In the final game, against 
National Division 111 championship run­
ner-up Rowan College, Bargiel had 12
So far this season, the Red I lawks are 
on top of the NJAC in field goal percent­
age. The MSI J defense is keeping their 
opponents to only 52% shooting. Kovar is 
third in the NJAC in rebounding as she is 
averaging 10.9 boards a game. She is also 
in second place with 5.58 blocks per game. 
Other MSU players who are among the 
leaders in NJAC play is klingert who is 
eighth in scoring with 14.0 ppg and sec­
ond in assists with 5.25 per game. Kelley 
is also among assist leaders, as she aver­
ages 4.65 assists per game.
Another impressive Red Hawk is Jill
tackles, two sacks, two forced fumbles 
and a 22 yard interception return on the 
one yard line.
Bargiel, also voted to the FCAC Metro 
all-star team for the second time, set school 
records in 1995 w ith 25 tackles for losses
drastic improvement in the last year as 
she has started in all eight games for the 
Red I lawks this season.
I ,ast season, Schultz was not a starter, 
and this season she has improved every 
part of her game as she is shooting 40% 
from the field,and 65% from the line. She 
is only one assist and one block away from 
her season totals for all of last year in 
rebounds and assists.
I p next for the Red I lawks is FD l - 
Madison in a non-NJAC contest. T h e  
game is on Friday, Decem ber 15th at 7:00 
pan. at FD l -Madsion.
of 146 yards and seven forced fumbles.
I le also tallied 87 total tackles, 46 of 
which were unassisted, six pass deflec­
tions, three interceptions and a fumble 
recovery. His 14 sacks brought his 
career total to 59, just sixteen shy ofthe 
school mark.
T h e  selection of Bargiel to the two 
squads is more impressive when con­
sidering that he sat out last year to 
concentrate on his academics. Coming 
off an outstanding sophomore season 
in which he accumulated 65 tackles, 
caused four fumbles, broke up seven 
passes and set a team record with 17.5 
sacks, including a record five versus 
Trenton State, Bargiel w as forced to sit 
out the entire 1994 season due to aca­
demic ineligibility. With one season 
left in his career, Bargiel now has a 
chance to attain somethingthatnoother 
plavcr has in the long history of 
MontclairState l niversityfootball,earn 
his third Div ision III All-American se­
lection.
point run by the Red I lawks, who never 
looked back.
For Montclair, kovar fin­
ished with 11 points and 11 
rebounds, klingert scored 15 
pointsand Kelley had 17points 
and grabbed 10 rebounds.
The MSI women’s bas­
ketball team continued to roll 
in the NJAC as they posted 
their fourth conference win of 
the season with a 68-27 beat­
ing of Jersey City State at the 
Athletic Fitness Center.
T h e  Red I lawks destroyed 
the G othic  knights by 41 
points as kovar led the team 
with 11 points and ten re­
bounds, while Kelley contrib­
uted with 10 points, five steals, 
and five assists. Off the bench,
Jennifer Owens (Plainfield),
' I ara’ I an lane (Ateo) an d ' 1 ’racy 
Singletary (keasbey) all added 
ten points each. Singletary is 
averaging 19.6 minutes, 5.6 
points and scoring in double
digits in two of her last three Vkern in Kelly lui miles the rock during Inst weeks game vs. Jersey City State.
Jeff Bargiel named to two All-Am erican squads
compiled by the Spo/ts Information Department
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An unjust 
situation
I don't know if their is anyone out 
there like me who loves high school 
athletics like I do. I religiously keep up 
with all the high school stats, news and 
happenings in not only the state but 
also the country. I think the biggest 
shock of my life concerning with high 
school athletics came on ' I uesday morn­
ing when I opened the sports section of 
I he Bergen Record, livery Tuesday 
in the North Jersey section the state 
top 20 appears. For the last six weeks, 
my alma matcrSt. Joseph Regional was 
on top of the poll with the number one 
ranking. St. Joe’s defeated a nationally 
ranked Bergen Catholic, Fast Region­
ally ranked I Iackensack and a very 
good Nutley team. Not only were the 
Green KnightsofSt. Joe’s ranked num ­
ber one in the state, they were also 
nationally recognized by the l SA To­
day in their weekly national top 25. 
Two weeks ago, St. Joe’s captured their 
third state championship in eight years 
by defeating Dcpaul at Chants Sta­
dium. One would think that St. Joe’s
would be a unanimous choice to finish 
number 1 in the final state poll that was 
released on Tuesday. T o  my shock, 
and probably everyone else’s, St. Joe’s 
finished the final poll at number three, 
behind Neptune and Hoboken. Are 
the sports writers crazy? If you are 
number one most of the season, and 
cap your season off with a state cham­
pionship victory, then their is no rea­
son why you shouldn’t finish the num­
ber one team in the state.
The sports writers excuse for not 
voting them number one in the final 
poll was that they had to come from 
behind to defeat a stubborn Dcpaul.
' I 'hey said their victory was not impres­
sive enough for a number one team. 
All I have tosay to those ignorant sports 
writers is a win is a win. No team 
should be penalized for winning, only 
for losing. St. Joe’s worked hard all 
season, and without any doubt they 
prosed to me and to everyone else 
that they  are the best team in 
the state.
Sports Q uiz
by Larry Duncan
1. What cities were Start and Finish for the first intercontinental automobile race 
held in 1908?
2. What is the distance of straight-line sprints in drag-racing?
5. 1 low many games arc played in a five-team round robin tournament?
4. What are the colors of the five Olympic rings?
5. What are the three Alpine skiing events?
6. What sport did John Wayne play as a student at the University of Southern 
California?
7. Who retired with 755 home runs to his credit?
8. What does a ballplayer accomplish if he hits for the cycle?
Sports Quiz Answers
1. New York and Paris; 2. a quarter mile; 5. 10; 4. black, blue, red, green, yellow; 5. 
downhill, giant slalom, slalom; 6. football; 7. I lank Aaron; 8. he hits a single, double, 
triple, homer.
1. What golfer’s nickname is Super Mcx?
2. What shot is the hammer shot in a shuffleboard end?
3. What is considered tennis's most illustrious championship?
4. What sport features a fullcourt press?
5. What was the favorite sport of the Kcnncdys?
6. What pro sport was played by Wilt Chamberlain after basketball?
7. What I lull of Fame pitcher started three World Series games for the new York 
Yankees in 1962.
8. What tennis term is derived from the French word for the egg?
Sports Quiz Answers
1. Fee 'Trevino; 2. the last; 5. Wimbledon; 4. basketball; 5. touch football; 6. 
volleyball; 7. Whitcy Ford; 8. love.
Watch out for our Spring
Events !
Adopt-a-highway, camping trips, guest 
speakers, Earth week. Cornucopia events. 
Mountain biking, and much MUCH more.
Why not stop by our office in the Students'
Center,
Room 120, o r 
X  5102
for more information about the Spring 
activies, and about our club?!
Conservation club is Class I SGA
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Red Hawk Sports W eek
G rey box denotes THURS. FR|. SAT. SUN. MON. TUES. WED.
hom e games Dec. 14 Dec. 15 Dec. 16 Dec. 17 Dec. 18 Dec. 19 Dec. 20
r I I r--------------------------------------1-------------------------------------- r---------------- ------------- 1----------------------------1--------------------------- 1
M SU
M en's Basketball
Staten Island 
7:30 PM
—
Women's B-ball
FDl Madison 
7:00 PM
MSU
n<2xt m<set: Jan uary 6
(T  
M MSUM en s swimming
n<3 x t  it k iet: Jan uary 9
{T
MSU
W omen's
n<:xt m<set: Jan uary 9
X
Indoor track
n<: x t  ITKset: Jan uary 6
Red Hawk Scoreboard
M E N ’S HASKETBAI A win over Potsdam 74-65
loss to Pitt-Bradford 74-61
win over Jersey City 80-79
W O M E N ’S
BASKETBALL: win over Jersey City 68-27
Call the Red Hawks 
Sports Hotline for all 
of the latest and 
up-to-date 
information on your 
favorite MSU 
athletic team: 
(201) 655-7645.
Fearless Forecasts
BOB CZECIIOWICZ: “WII AT A W EIRD O !”
Cowboys -15 over Giants. Roy Rogers is my hero. 1 Ie makes good hamburgers. 
Browns +2 1/2 over Cincy. I like Columbus, but the capital of Ohio sticks.
Bears -7 over Bucs. If I was a bear, I would thoroughly enjoy Blanton food. 
Broncos +7 over Chiefs. I think I actually ran out of dum b things to say.
DAN “Bcn-wa” QUINONES: N E X T  U L T IM A T E  FIG H T IN G  Cl IAMP. 
Oilers -5 over Jets. I can break Roycc Gracic’s arms with my butt!
Cincy -2 1/2 over Browns, (deleted for vulgarity)
Oakland -2 overScahawks. Black + Silver. I guess I’m biased.
Bucs +7 over Bears. (Tom  Tracy d idn ’t like it)
F E D  STAWICKI: SPACKLK TED  STA WACKY.
Bengals -2 over Browns. Ricardo Montaban is my third cousin.
Jaguars +14 over 1 dons. Spacklc walnuts for a tasty treat.
Colts -5 over ( Target's, (might offend people)
Falcons -4 1/2 over Panthers. I’m the president of N.A.M.B.I ..A.
ERICA DUNCAN: DIE-HARD COWBOYS FAN.
Bills-4 1/2 over Dolphins. Dolphins: Paste great. Less tilling.
Rams -3 1/2 over Redskins. Is that game politically correct?
49ers -14 over Vikings. I’m a good navigator.
C ow boys-15 over Giants. 1 like Bob. Bob is good. Bob is cool. Get the picture?
BRIAN HOFFMAN: 1 EAT A T T I  IE CARNEGIE DELI.
Cincy -2 1/2 over Browns. I want to die.
N E  +10 over Pitt. Somebody kill me.
Colts -3 over Chargers. 1 don’t give a rat’s a%$.
Giants +15 over Cowboys. If 1 was a Giant, I’d be big.
VICTORIA CALDES: I HAVE O N E  SEM ESTER  L E F T .
T eam  A over Team  B. Merry Christmas.
T eam  C over Team  D. I lappy New Year.
'Team I? over Team  F. I’m graduating in May.
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